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Young Wild West and the cave Gang
OR, ARIETTA'S DESPERATE SHOT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-Y oung Wild West Meets the
Cave Gang.
Young Wild West and his friends who traveled
with him on his horseback rides throughout the
wildest parts of the West, in search of excitement and adventure, came to a halt at the mouth
of a narrow pass in the mountains and looked at
each other questioningly. The sun had 11tone down
behind the range in the West. Darkness was
coming on, and they had failed to find a suitable
spot to pitch their caprp. Usually brooks are
to be met frequently on the side of a range. But
there had been a long spell of dry weather, and
every water course they had seen all day long
was dry. The scene was in the north end of the
small range known as the Squash Range, in the
northern part of Arizona, not many miles from:
tne Utah line. The time was a few years ago,
when that part of the United States was anything but thoroughly civilized, though there were
numerous towns and mining camps with somethinJ? like law and order 11toverning them.
Young Wild West smiled at the questioning
looks that were turned upon him, and then in the
cool and easy way that had greatly assisted in
makil:ig him famous, said:
"Nothing that looks like water yet. Well, I
reckon we-won't cry over It. We can make out
11ntil to-morrow noon, I am sure. · By that time
we ought to strike a mining camp. The trail we
have been following since the middle of the afternoon· certainly le!l,ds somewhere. Mining camps
are scattered all over the eastern and southern
parts of Arizona, as we know; and why shouldn't
we find here and there one up this way? U
you are goinir to leave it to me, we will ride
right on for a couple of hours. Then if we don't
strike a camp we'll put up for the night and use
what water we have got sparindy."
Even though he was but a boy the coolness,
tact and skill made YounJ? Wild West a real
leader. Not one of his companions had the least
thought of opposing him in anytltinJ? he suggested, so they all nodded assent and declared
that they were ready to go on through the pass.
"There's just this much About it," the boy continued, as he · started his sorrel stallion Spitfire
forward, "this trail has been used quite a lot
:tecently, and that makes me believe that since

we have been on it so long we are bound to come
out somewhere if we continue on for a couple of
hours longer. Of course it will be dark by that
time, but it won't be the first time we have traveled in the darkness."
"You kin bet your life it won't, Wild," came
the reply from Chyenne Charlie, the scout, who
was ridinJ? a short distance behind him, beside
his wife Anna, "an' I reckon it won't be the last
one, either."
The rest of the friends of Young Wild West
consisted of Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired
sweetheart of the boy; Jim Dart, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner; and Hop Wah and Wing
Wah, the two Chinamen who were employed in '
the capacity of servants.
For somethinl? like three or four years this
party had been travelini? all over that part of the
country that was called the Wild West, and the
adventures and thrilling escanes they had passed
through were so many that it would be hard to
recount them all. It was seldom that they were
without a good supply of water, but they had
figured when starting out that morninJ? that
there would be plenty of streams on the way.
Having found none, and with but two small
kegs of water to supply the horses as well as
themselves, it was not strange that• they were
anxious to find a brook or even a water-hole.
However, the cheery way in which Young Wild
West spoke caused the spirits of all to rise immediately, and they soon began chatting and
laughing as they proceeded through the narrow
pass. Our hero had · won the title of Champion
Deadshot of the West, and he was always ready
to defend it against all who disputed his claim.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart, were crack shots, too, -and Arietta, his
sweetheart, was a real wonder at handlinJ? a
rifle or revolver. But she had been born and
reared in Wyoming, and had been brought up to
it, so to speak. Anna and Eloise had been in
that part of the country quite long enough to
make them expert with firearms, too, and very ·
often they were called upon to lend assistance
to the three Westerners who were their escorts.
It had been a tedious ride ever since they started.
out in the early morning. But little ,rame had
been met with, so there was nothi1ur ,eally to
create any excitement at alL
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Used to living where something was going on and permitted it to pass throug-11. That's easy
all the time in the way of clanger, they had all to see."
felt rather gloomy when the halt was called at
"I never thoug-ht of that, Wild," and the 1drl
the mouth of the pass. But now it was different. nodded and looked at him rather proudly. "You
They were. going to ride on for a couple of hours, seem to have a way of solving all sorts of puzand in case nothing happened to turn up in their zling questions."
favor they were going to pitch their,camp and
"That's all right, Et. Maybe I am wrong this
make the best of it until morning. The pass time, but I hardly think so. There you are. Just
seemed to be a pretty long one, for when they take a look at the wag-on and see how it's wedg-ed
had ridden a couple of miles and saw no sign of in there. Those front wheels would easily have
the end of it yet the prospect did not seem one raised if there had been no load in the wagon."
bit brighter.
"I reckon you're a putty good judge of things,
Steep cliffs reared themselves on either side for Kid."
the most part, though here and there they would
The voice came from behind a big rock but a
strike a place that sloped away up for hundreds few feet from them, and as they all turned in
of feet, crags and stunted bushes showing here surprise the figure of a man appeared. He was
and there in the darkening shadows. At length masked, too. They could see that much as dark
it became dark. The stars came out and shone as it was. R.1tiht behind him came another man,
brightly overhead. Still the party kept on rid- and then another; and then from either side more
ing, thoug-h not very fast, for the two pack- appeared. But that was not all. Every one of
horses that carried the camping outfit and sup- them had a revolver in his hand and the weapons
plies were pretty well tired out by this time. were pointed right at the breast of the party
AR they were rounding a bend in the pass some- that had stopped to look at the wrecked wagon.
thing loomed up before them which caused the The wonderful coolness Young Wild West posyoung deadshot and his sweetheart to give ex- sessed came to the front at once.
"How are you, strangers?" he called out, not
cfamations of surprise.
"What is it, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie called showing the least fear. "I reckon you tried to
out, quickly, for he was always on the alert for take us by ,mrprise."
"That's just what we did, kid, and we done it
danger.
right didn't we?"
"Looks like a broken-down wagon, Charlie." all"Yes,
certainly did. I suppose you felwas the renly. "I reckon some one has come to lows are vou
here after the wag-on. But I don't see
grief here."
any horses."
Sure enough, not more than a hundred feet
"Oh, the horses is handy enough by."
ahearl of tliem was a heavy wagon with the axle
Then the speaker, who was a man of medium
broken. It had become jammed in between two height and build, came up close and peered into
rocks in some way, so it was quite easy to a-uess the faces of the young- deadshot and his sweetthat the horses or mules that had been hitched heart.
to it had caused the accident by running away.
"What's the matter?" Wild asked, as if he was
"Is that so? Let's see about it."
a little surprised for the first time: "You have
The 13arty rode up, and being just curious g-ot your fac covered with a mask. Surely you
enoug-h to find out all abqut it, they all dis- are not afrai to let us see your face, are you?"
mounted. The pole of the wag-on pointed to show
"Ha, ha, ha! You're a mighty inaui'itive kid, I
the wag-on had been heading- in a direction oppo- reckon. But don't ask too many questions."
site to which our friends were traveling-.
"Oh! now I know what you fellows are. You're
When they looked inside they discovered that road agents."
"Well, by thunder!" one of the others exthere was nothing in it. The young- deadshot
struck a match and took a look at the g-ro.und. claimed. "He's g-uessed it jest right."
Then there was a laugh from them all.
Hoof prints showed plainly and they seemed tQ
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were now ouU;e
be comparatively fresh.
"Mig-hty funny," remarked the scout, shrug-ging cool, and certainly Young- Wild West's sweethis shoulders. "It sorter seems to me as if this heart was apparently not one bit afraid. Anna
here accident must have happened today. I won- and Eloise were a little timid, however, and the
two Chinamen further in the rear sat as ii theJ'
der why it was we didn't meet no one."
knew not what to do. There were easily a dozen
"That's easily answered, Charlie," Young- Wild of the men, and they had appeared upon the
West said, with a smile. "Probably after the scene from diffe.»ent directions, thu~ fairly suraccident occurred the men turned back to g-et rounding- our friends.
another wag-on. If that is the case it shows
"I suppose you mean to rob us," the ,oung
plainly that there must be a mining- camp or set- deadshot said, after a pause. "You're not with
tlement somewhere close at hand, for they could the wag-on at all. Probably you robbed those who
never have taken the cont~nts of the wag-on a were with it at the time it was wedged in begreat distance."
twe<)n the rocks here."
"Perhaps tnere was nothing- in the wagon at
"Boys, this kid is awful good on the guess,
the time, Wild," the boy's sweetheart suggested. isn't he?" the leader called out, a ring of sar"Oh, yes, there was, Et," and Wild shook his casm in his voice.
head decisively. "There was a heavy load in the
"You kin bet he is,'1 came the reply, and then
wagon at the time. I can tell that much by look- some of them crowded' up a little closer.
But neve:c once did they lower the revolvers
ing at its position now. If the wagon had been
light when the team pulled up in .between these they held in their hands.
"If we refuse to .1tive up what we have got m
two rocks the wheels would have raised a little
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the way of money and valuables, I suppose you
would .shoot us," Young Wild West went on,
in his cool and easy way.
"There it goes agin," the leader of the road
agents or bandits, as they might be called. exclaimed. "Ha, ha, ha! I can't say that I ever met
such a good guesser before. An' he's only a kid,
too."
"He's only a kid all right. but you kin bet your
life that he's got a better head on him than most
men," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, unable to keep
silent any longer.
"I wasn't asl<ln' you to say anything.
Just
keep still, or I'll take a notion to send a bullet
your way. If I do, though, you kin bet vou'll
never know what hit you. I'm Kit Holton, an'
I never miss what I shoot at."
"So you are Kit Holton, eh?" Wild asked, as if
he was rather pleased to know the name of the
bandit.
"Yes, that's who I am, kid. Ever heard of
me?"
"Can't say that I have. Do you belong around
here?"
"That's getting- a little inquisitive again. But
I don't mind tellin' you that I do. I'm the boss
of what's called the · Cave Gang. If vou live to
get over to the minin' camp, which ain't more
than two miles from here, you'll hear a lot about
it no doubt. They want me over there mighty
b~d, an' I've heard say they're goin' to chip in
a big pile of money an' offer it as a reward for
me, dead or alive."
"Is that so? I reckon I'll have to go in for
that reward then."
"Just hear that, boys," and Kit Holton turned
his head for an instant to address those behind
him.
This was the opportunity Young Wild West
had been looking for. As quick as a flash his left
hand struck- the revolver from the man's grasp,
and then a revolver flashed in his 1ight. The
muzzle of it was pressed squarely against Kit
Holtoii.'s breast before the villain had time to
realize it.
"If a single shot is fired by you fellows your
leader will die!" the boy exclaimed in a ringing
voice.
Then the left hand of the boy gripped the
masked leader by the band of th6 collar of his
shirt and he was held close to him. There were
,a few mutterings and then a deathly silence. If
Young Wild West and his friends had been surprised by the sudden appearance of the Cave
Gang the tables were now turned completely.
"I have got you dead to rights, Kit Holton,"
the young deadshot said coolly. "You can feel
the muzzle of my gun 'PUilchinJ? right over your
heart. My finger is on the trigger. Now, then,
what are you goinll' to do about it? Axe you
jfOing to rue and let your men shoot some of us,
or are you willin.ir to call it off?"
"'I--1--" stammered the villain.
"I'll give you time to think, for it's plain you ·
don't know just what to do. But you can feel
something -pressing against your heart, and you
knaw what it is. My finger is ready to do the
trick. Now, then, I'll give you you ten seconds
to answer."
. "Let up on me, kid," came from the man, &1>"
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pealingly. "You have got me dead to riJ;rhts,
that's certain."
"All rig-ht, then. Just get your men to leave the
spot at once, so we can have a chance to get to
cover. After that they can come back and do
as they like. I'll let you go as soon as they're
out of sight. But they mustn't go behind the
rocks where they appeared from just now. They
have 1rot to march straight u-1:> the pass to that
point · fifty feet away."
•
"Boys, I reckon he's sorter 1rot me. You had
better do as he wants vou to."
As the leader of the band said this there were
mo1·e mutterings and the shuffling of feet. But
it was evident that they realized that it would
be better to withdraw for the time than to have
him shot dead. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
had lost no time in drawing their revolvers
when Y oun1r Wild West so sud<lenly turned the
tables upon the leader of the Cave Gang. They
had also pulled the 1rirls behind the rocks and
were readv to shoot at a moment's notice. Slowly the masked men walked from the spot, all
g-oin1r in the direction Young Wild West had indicated. Not a word was said until they had
disappeared behind the bend. Then our hero
called out in a low tone:
"Now. then, boys, just get the girls and the
horses behind the rocks. When that is done I
am going to let this fellow 1ro. I want him to
understand that we are ready to fight him in
any way he likes. We don't care any more for
the Cave Gan1r than we do for any other gang,
and I want him to understand right now that I
mean to g-et the reward for his capture, though
I am not g-oinJ? to take him now."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart lost no time
in obeying- the instructions of their dashing
young leader.
"EverythinJ? is all right now, Wild," the scout
called out. "But you're foolish if you let the
sneakin' coyote g-o."
"That's all right, Charlie. There would be no
fun about it if we were to take him a prisoner
now. Probably they haven't offered the reward
yet, so that would make us miss it, anyhow.
We'll let him go and then have the satisfaction
of capturing him later on. That's the way I like
to do business."
"Say, kid," gasped the astounded and defeated
leader of the Cave Gang-, "who in thunder are
you anyhow?"
"Well, my name is Young Wild West."
"Thunder! I might have -kn.owed it. No one
else livin' has got half the nerve you have. It
makes me me feel g-ood to know that I've been
g-ot the best of by Young; Wild West. They say
he l!its the best of every one he stacks up agin.
But it's all rlght, kid. I cong-ratulate you. It's
your turn now. You have said you're goin' to
let me go, an' I know that you mean it. But I
don't mind tellin' you that you're foolish in doin'
it."
"That's all ri1rht, Kit Holton. I rather like the
way you talk. I haven't the least doubt .but that
you have 1rot a lot of nerve, too, and that you
would fight to the last ditch. But when you feel
a gun -pressed ag-ainst your heart you simply
have to cive in, the same as any sensible .man
would. Now, then, you just turn your face the
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other way and see how fast you ,can run to the of a man, who was standing right ag-ainst the
black backg·round. His body was moving sliirhtly,
bend back there. Move!"
.
As the boy said this he swunir_ the man aroui:d however, and the boy .knew that he was no doubt
as easily as if he had been a· c~1ld, and then ~na on the watch, and that he could not keep still
foot raised and came in f<>rc1ble con.tact with ' from nervousnes s of a desire to learn what was
the fellow's. back Kit Holton uttered an an,rry going· on. Probably it was a member of the
exclamation , but ·never once did he - look behind band, and he was anxiously awaiting their rehim.
lie leaped over a boulder and then ran turn. To a person not accustomed to the ways
swiftly ih the direction the membei;g of his band of Young- Wild West, it might have been deemed
had taken but a short time before, leaving Young a reckless sort of thinv- to do. But the young
Wild West the complete master of the situation. deadshot did not think so. He meant to creep
up rig-ht close to the man and endeavor to find
out for sure if there was a cave there. The
black spot made him think that there was, and
toward this he beg-an creeping:. When he was
CHAPTER II.-Wild Takes a Prisoner to the
within about fifteen feet of the man he paused
Mining Camp.
ag·ain and then quicklv satisfied himself that
there was no mistake about it. The black spot
"I reckon we know how the wal(on came to be was really an opening in the face of the cliff,
here now." said Young Wild West, as he quickly which narrowed in just there,
leaving an overioined his friends.
hang-ing- ledg-e that must have extended out fully
· "The Cave Gang. as the leader chooses to call three yards.
it, caused the smash-up, and you can bet all you
Wild could make out the man pretty well now,
are worth that what was in the wagon has been
having- accustomed himself to the extreme
taken care of by the gang. This is quite inter- and
darkness, he managed to get around far enough
esting, and I am glad we made up our minds to to
that his face was not covered with a mask
come on through the pass instead of going into likesee
the rest of the men had been wearin,r. The
camp before darkness set in. Now, then. t~e · fellow
was holding a revolver in his hand, too,
first thing is to find the headquarte rs of this and
he acted as if he was ready to use it. But
crowd. Calling themselves the Cave Gang they the
' did not intend to -,rive him the cla-ance
make me think that thev must inhabit a cave to doboy
so upon him. He was pretty well satisfied
somewhere about here. I am going to find out now that
if the v~liains which he had caused to
right away."
.
,; leavi the spot came back they_ would do it one
"Are you going -to stop right here, then, Wild?
at a time and in a very cautious manner, as the:v
Arietta· asked somewhat uneasily.
"For a while, Et," was the reply. "Just keep aknew pretty well that they would be met with
volley of shots should they boldly come back.
behind the rocks here and stay up _as close as It flashed upon
hero's mind that the proper
possible. You had better make sure, though, and thing- to do just then
see that there is no opening, for it may be that man a prisoner. Having-was to make ·the solitary
come to this conclusion,
the villains might get around somewhere and he lost no time in g-oing about
it. Creepin1r up to
manage to sneak through and surprise us. While within three feet of the unsuspectin
g sentinel,
you are looking after this part of it I'll cre~p the boy suddenly arose to his
along a little distance and see what I can dis- quick movement, struck the feet, and with a
revolver from his
cover."
hand. Then as quick
a flash he caught him
No one said another word, not even to advise by the throat, at the as
same time thrusting the
the young deadshot to be cautious. But of course muzzle of his revolver against
his forehead.
they knew pretty well that it was not necessary
little sound and vou'll be a dead man!"
for· them to do this. What Young Wild West he "One
exclaimed in a low tone of voice. "I have
did not know about such things could hardly got you dead to
rig-hts, and I promise you that
be worth knowing. Having caused the masked I won't hesitate
to kill you if you dare disobey
men to go on to the bend that was not far me."
ahead. the boy knew prettv well that it would be
The man g-ave a gasp of feai· and amazement ,
safe for him to venture alone among the rocks.
It was too dark for him to be seen so long as and shuffled about with his feet making- considerhe kept pretty low to the ground, even though able noise. But not a cry came from his lips,
He was choking, anyhow, for the
they might be watching, whicl1 was naturally to however.
be expected of them. Revolve1· in hand, he left boy's g-rip was no mean one, and Young- Wil<i
Having full
the spot, after first looking around and satisfy- West meant business .ii.st then.
Ing himself that his friends were all snugly en- power over his prisoner now, Wild thought it
sconced among- the rocks and that the horses best to take him back to where his companions
were perfectly safe, a~d then cautiously and were waiting. He figured that it would not do
without the least sound he made his way along to take him into the cave. But if he had the
until he got past the wrecked wag-on. There was time he meant to go in there and look around
an open spot to the right, but to the left the . before he got throug-h.
"You come with me," he whispered, at the
rocks were Jarg-e and q1:1ite plentiful. Following
ii.long behind these, he went on for about fifty same time pressing the revolver close against the
feet farther, and then he suddenly saw. some- prisoner's head. "Remembe r what I told you.
thin1r move but a short distance away, and close The least cry you make will be your last."
:o the cliff, where it was as dark as pitch. The
"Don't---do n't," came the irasping reply. "Don't
bov came to a stop and looked and listened. He choke me."
,vas but a few ·s econds in making out the form
Then Wild released his grip about the man••
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throat, and took him by the collar. He shifted
the revolver around to the back of his head,
too, and then easily caused him to move along
with him. The prisoner evidently understood
that it would not be well for him to make any
extra noise with his feet, for he stepped along
lightly, and in this way the boy got him past
the wagon and back among the rocks where his
friends were waiting.
·
"Here I ~m." he whispered. "Don't mistake
me for one of the Cave Gang, though I have one
of them with me."
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exdaimed.
"What do you think of that? Did you ketch him
sneakin' back. Wild?"
"No, Charlie," was the reply, as the boy came
forward with his priosner. "I reckon he wasn't
with them. But he belongs to the gang, though.
He was simply standinll!' in front of the cave a
little farther along. It was an easy thinll!' to do,
so• I made up my mind to get him. Now, then,
I reckon we'll find out something about the 11:anir.
I'm going to shoot him dead if he don't do just
as I tell him."
"I ain't done nothin' to you," the man said, in
a hoarse whis-per. "I heard the racket around
here, an' I come to see what was goin' on."
"Well, you found out what was goinll!' qp, I
reckon. We got the best of your crowd, and now
we have .1tot you."
"Let me go, won't yer? If you do I'll promise
sou I'll lill!'ht out straight for Shake Up Camp."
"You'll light out straight for your friends, you
mean."
"I ain't got no friends."
"Stop that," the boy continued, pushinll!' the
revolver under his nose. "No lyinll!' now, because
you're likely to get shot dead if you try it all!'ain.
Now, then, you may as well admit that you belong to the Cave Gang and that Kit Holton is
the leader."
•
"I s'pose there ain't no use in denyinll!' it,
young feller. Let me set down, won't yer? My
legs is tremblin' like anything."
The boy permitted him to sit down, but he
_ knelt before him and kept the revolver right in
front of his face, so he could not fail ,to see the
muzzle.
•
"I want to ask you one more question just now,
and if you don't answer it trutbfully you will
never live to be asked another. ls there a way
for vour friends ·to get back to the cave without
us seeing them? Answer now. Remember, your
life is at stake."
,;Yes, there's a way," came the reluctant reply.
"What way is it?"
"They'll go through a hole about two hundred
yards below here, an' then they kin kee-p on goin' through a passage among the rocks till they
git to the back of the cave."
"All right, I believe you. Now then, boys,
just get the horses ready. Girls, go ahead and
mount. We are going to itet away from here."
Wild felt that the prisoner was telling the
truth, and if such was the case they would hav~
time to get away before the Cave Gan11: could
appear a11:ain. But he knew they must move
move quickly in order to do this. Taking the
prisoner by ti: c collar, he almost lifted him to
bis feet, and then hustled him to where the sor-
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rel stallion was standing along witf1 the rest
of the horses.
,
The boy quickly swung himself into the saddle,
and then noddin11: to his partners, said:
"Come, boys, lift him up here. I'll take him
with me. Come on, Et."
The girls had already mounted, and Young
Wild West's sweetheart quickly rode to the front.
The next minute all hands were moving from
the spot. They let the horses go at a walk until
they got to the bend behind which the villains
had disappeared, and then they started at a gallop and rapidly left the spo.t behind them. They
kept on riding at this gait until a mile had
been covered, and then seeing that the pack
horses were lagging, Young Wild West slackened the pace of the sorrel and waited for them
to come up. Nothing was heard that would indicate they were being pursued, and well satisfied with the adventure that had befallen them
after entering the pass, the boy decided to keep
on until they reached the mining camp.
"How far is it to Shake Up Camp?" he asked
his prisoner, when the horses had been brought
down to a walk.
"It's only about a quarter of a mile fro·m here
You'll see it as soon as you turn the next bend.
The camp lies right at the end of this here pass,
which we call the Deep Cut."
"Oh, all right. You seem .to be a pretty sensible sort of fellow, after all. Don't like the
idea of dying in a hurry, do you?"
"You bet I don't. But what are you goin' to
do with me?"
"I haven't made up my mind yet. Do you happen to know if any one at the mining camp would
be glad to see you?"
"I've got quite a few friends there, an' most
everybody knows me."
"What is your name anyhow?"
"They call me Jelly."
"That's because you're rather soft, I suppose.''
"I don't know what it's for. But it's about the
only name I've been called in quite a few years.
I s'pose it's 'cause my name is Jellidan, an' some·
body thought it was too long."
"That sounds teasonable. Well, all right, Jelly.
As soon as we get to the mining camp you can
introduce us to your friends. Then we'll tell
them where we found you, and what you are.
Maybe they might take a notion to make you a
present of a new necktie or something of the
kind."
"I don't want none · of them neckties. I know
what you mean. Maybe I'm deservin' of bein'
hung, but it's awful to think about it. Don't let
anything like that happen, youne: feller."
Wild laughed lie:htly for he could tell that the
man was trembling- with fear. It was with something like a feeling of relief that our friends
turned a bend less than a minute later, and saw
a number of lie:hts !Yin.It upon a flat right .before them. It was a mining camp they had struck
sure enoue:h, and there seemed to be quite a number of shanties, as well as a few tents scattered
about in irregular fashion.
Straight for the
center of the camp Young Wild West rode with
his prisoner, his golden haired sweetheart ridingclose at his side. Behind him came Cheyenne
Charlie's wife, closely followed by Jim Dart and
Eloise Gardner. The two Chinamen came next,
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leadinl?' the loaded pack horses and behind them
rode Cheyenne Charlie, a rifle in his hand.
AB they entered the camp the scout could no
longer contain himse\f, so takinir off his , hat he
waved it over his head and shouted:
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow! .Here
we are safe through the blamed old pass, an'
we've got one of the Cave Gang-, Hooray, hooray,
hooray!"
It was not strange that the shouts should
bring a number of men from the nearby shanties.
Most of them came from one that was lighted
with a great deal more brilliancy than any of
the- others. This was the usual saloon that is
to· be found in such places, though probably there
might have been more of them if our friends
had taken the trouble to look around much. But
it was the largest buildin11: to be seen and they
took it for granted that it was ' the proper one
to go to just then. Ridin11: uo close to it. they
came to a halt, and then as many as a score of
men quickly swarmed about them, all eager to
find out who the new arrivals were, and what
had caused the· shouting.
"Take it easy,. gentlemen," Young Wild West
said, as he turned his horse straight toward the
door of the saloon. "If you will just stand aside
I'll l'ide in and let you see the man I have got
'here."
Scarceiy waiting for them to get out of his
way, the boy rode forward, and ducking his
head and forcing the prisoner to do the same,
he rode into the barroom of a typical mining
cam)) · saloon, There might have been a dozen
rough looking :men gathered there, some sitting
at tables and others upon their feet. But they
all got out of the way when the horse came
prancing in.
"Who are you, kid?" a man with a bristling
beard and small beady eyes shouted, half angrily'
as he ran across the room and pulled a _gun. "I
reckon I don't allow no such business as this.
I put a stop to havin' anyone ridin' in my place
on horseback."
"Take it easy, my friend was the cool retort,
as the boy brought th.e sorrel to a standstill.
"I've _got a prisoner here, and I want to know
if any one here recognizes him."
"It's Jelly," someone cried. "What in thunder
is he a prisoner for, I'd like to know?"
"That's the name he gave me. It's Jelly, sure
enough, _gentlemen," the youn2" deadshot retorted
noddin2' his head in a pleased way. "Now I'll
tell you what he's a prisoner for. He happens
to be one of he members of j;he Cave Gang.
Probably you have heard of such a gang. If you
haven't it's all the same. But Jelly is one of them
and I brought him here."
"I know that boy," a voice called out from the
door, as -a big man came rushing in excitedly.
"It's Young Wild West, boys. You. kin bet vour
life that if he says Jelly is one of the Cave Gang
he's sayin' what's ril?"ht."
In less than· a minute there was a crowd
swarmin2" about the horse in the barroom and
Youn2" Wild West, still holding his prisoner so
he had no chance to escape, looked u-pon them
am.ilinv b,.

CHAPTER

III.-At Shake Up Camp.

Young- Wild West surely made a striking- picture as he sat there upon the back of his · sorrel
stallion, Spitfire, holding the prisoner securely
before him. The sombrero was tipped well back
upon his head, and the wealth of chestnut hair
that hung- down over his shoulders a-ave him a
c1.ecidedly boyish appearance. , But the form was
one of a perfect athlete, and the flash in his
eyes told plainly that he would be a dangerous
one to cope with. Jelly was now as white as a
sheet, for no doubt the words of the man who
recognized the boy lent terror to his heart. It
was true that he had several friends at the mining camp, and about every man belon2"in1? there
knew him. . There was nothing strange in this,
since he was not the only member of the Cave
Gang who was known at Shake Up Camp, though,
of course, they were not suspected of beinl? members of the outlaw crowd th.at had banded together for the purpose of robbing- travelers and
holding- up the stag-ecoach.
"Jelly," the young deadshot said, as he pushed
his prisoner's face around so he could look him
in the eyes, "I brought you here for the purpose
of letting- you introduce me, but it seems I am
already ]mown. Somebody has seen . me before."
"I'm the one who has seen you afore, Young
Wild West," a brawny miner cried, as he reached
up and took the boy by the arm. "I'm Sam
Gillis. I met you down in Tucson a_ couple of
times. I reckon you must remember me."
"Your face is certainly familiar," W-Ud answered, in his cool and easy way. "But I can't
say I remember your name. But it's all right. I
can tell by looking- at you that you're all right.
How are you, Mr. Gillis?"
"Sam Gillis," corrected the miner.
"There
ain't no handle as goes to my name. I'm jest
plain Sam."
"All right, then. How are you, Sam?"
"Fine as a fiddle. But say, it does me good to
see yer. It ain't many in this here camp as kin
say they've had the honor of shakin' hands with
the champion deadshot of the West, the boy
what don't know what fear is, an' kin lick any
ten men as ever wore boots, an' all at one time,
too. Hooray for Young- Wild West!"
By this time Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
had dismounted and were in the barroom of the
saloon.
Hop Wah came in, too, bowing and smiling
right and left. He did not stop until he g-ot to
the little bar_ and then without paying any attention to the excitement that was going- on, ha _
called the man in charge and said:
"Me wantee lillee tanglefoot. Hully uppee. Me
g-ottee velly muchee pain, so be. Poor Chinee
sickee."
"Git out of here, heathen," was the retort. "I
ain't g-ot no time to bother with yer now. There's
somethin' funny goin' on here."
"Lat allee light. If you no sell me lillee .dlop
of tang-lefoot me h.avee um fit."
Then Hop, who was called Young- Wild West's
clever Chinee, because he was a mag-ician and a
born humorist, put on an expression of agony.
The bartender hesitated a moment and then supJ>lied hini with what he called for.
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"Velly muchee 'bligee," the Chinaman said,
and then he swallowed the contents of the glass
and turned and watched the crowd, who were
ira thered about the sorrel stallion, all bent upon
iretting acquainted with the dashing young deadshot. Whether he forgot it or did not care about
the money for the drink or not, the bartender
came around the bar and joined the crowd. Hop
winked at Cheyenne Charlie, for even though it
did not amount to a great deal he seemed to feel
that it was a joke to beat the man out of the
price of a drink.
"Me allee samee Young Wild West's clever
Chinee," he shouted, in a shrill, treble voice.
This diverted the attention of those in the
place for a moment. Some laughed uproaringly
while others frowned darkly for a moment.
"You shut up, Hop," Cheyenne Charlie called
out. "I reckon this ain't none of ' vour business
jest now. Wild has got the floor.""
"Allee light. Misler Charlie. Me no say somethling more, len. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
gottee uncle in China whattee velly smartee, and
me allee samee likee my uncle. Hip, hi, hoolay,
for Young Wild West! He shootee likee evelythling and no 'flaid of um Cave Gang."
"That will do, Hop," the young deadshot called
out sharply. "Just wait until I have disposed of
our prisoner."
"You kin hand him right over to me, Young
Wild West," Sam Gills answered ·quickly. "The
boys has sorter picked me out as the head man
in Shake Up Camp. I didn't want the fob a whole
lot, but it sorter looked as if they wanted me, so
I jest give in. I don't mind tellin' yer that only
an hour ago I put up a notice of a reward for Kit
Holton, dead or alive. You have got one of the
ig gang, an' that sartinly is a starter toward it.
It sorter i!_ooks as though you're goin' to git the
reward. J:Sut it ain't so much money that we've
offered. It's only five hundred dollars. But that
ain't to be sneezed at, is it, boys?"
"You bet it ain't," came the reply from one or
two of them. "Five hundred dollars is a whole
lot jest now, 'cause things ain't pannin' out as
well as they might be."
"All right, Sam," our hero answered, smilingly. " If I happen to earn the reward I'll make it
a present to the camp for the purpose of starting
a fund to build a schoolhouse. I suppose you have
a few kids running around the diggings."
"Yes, there's about fifteen or sixteen of 'em, I
reckon. What do you think of that, boys?" and
Gillis turned proudly to the crowd.
Then some one proposed another cheer and the
building fairly shook as the miners gave vent
to it. Wild now let his prisoner to the floor, ancl
Sam Gillis promptly took charge of him.
"It's sorter surprisin' to me, Jelly," the leader
of the camp said shaking his head. "I never did
think a whole of yer, 'cause you didn"'t believe
in doin' much work. But I never s'posed vou was
one of the Cave GanP-."
"I ain't one of 'em, nor I never was, Sam,"
the villain retorted in a husky voice. "Young
Wild West jest happened to ketch me up there
where the wagon was wrecked this afternoon.
I went up there to try an' find out somethin'
about the Cave Gang."
"Hold on a minute, Jelly," the young deadshot
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called out, as he reached over and tapped the
man on the head with his fo1·efinger. "You seem
to forget that you made a full confession. Now
don't go to lying, for. it certainly will do you no
good. You even told us how Kit Holton and the
rest of the gang could get back to their cave
without letting us see them. That's why we managed to get past the spot without any shots being fired at us. Now, then, I am not going to
recommend that you be lynched, for I don't believe in that sort of business. But I shall insist
that you be locked up and turned over to the
sheriff or marshal as quickly as possible."
Then the prisoner actually began to weep.
"Put him in the calaboose, Sam," somebody
called out.
"Yes, yes," shouted some others.
"Hold on, boys," a voice called out from the
door. "I have been listening here for the last
five -minutes, and I can't understand why you're
going to take the word of a kid about this here
thing. From what I can understand Jelly was
caught in a suspicious way and forced to say
things whether they were true or not. Most likely the kid was going to shoot him if he didn't tell
him what he wanted him to."
"There may be some sense in what you say,
Bill Jetter," Gillis answered , with a sbrug of the
shoulders. "But I reckon Jelly is guilty, all right,
an' we're goin' to put him in the calaboose any•
how."
"You can do that, but I for one shall demand
that he has a fair trial."
Wild was looking at the stranger who had uttered these words, and he made up his mind
right away that he must hold coru;iderable sway
in Shake Up Camp. He was a man of medium
height, rather good-looking and wore a small
black mustache. The degree of refinement that
is generally lacking at such places was found
with him, and no doubt if he had attired himself
in the proper manner he would have possessed
quite a respectable air. Wild coolly dismounted
and facing the newcomer said:
"Glad to meet you, my friend."
"You are, eh? Well, I can't say that much
about you, for from what I have been listening
to it strikes me that you're something of an
upstart and that you!re jumping at conclusions .
too quick."
"That's all right, my friend. We are all likely
to make mistakes. I am pretty certain that you
are making one now. But I assure you that I
have made no mistake. I say Jelly is a member of
the Cave Gang and I stand ready to prove it.
All I want is twenty-four hours. But," he added
with a laugh, "he has confessed it, so it really
will not be n~cessary."
"Many a man has confessed to things that really were not true. A man will say almost anything if he thinks it will be the means of saving
his life. That's the case with Jelly, I suppose.
I have known him for some time, and I have yet
to hear anyone say that he has ever been dishonest. Of course he is what might be called
a lazy man. He does not like to work, you know.
But as far as his being a road agent or a thief
of any sort is concerned, that's out of the Question."
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"How about it, Jelly?" Wild asked turning- to askin£ any one for the permission to do so, they
the prisoner. "Did you lie to me after all, then?" set about and soon ,h ad the pack horses unloaded.
"Supper first, Wing," the younl? deadshot said
"I reckon I must have, Young- Wild West. I
thoug-ht it would be the best way out of it," was to the cook. "You can put \Jp the tents afterward."
the reply.
·
",All rig-ht. But you're going to be put in the
"Allee light, Misler Wild," piped the Celestial,
calaboose just the same. Sam, you are the boss and then he at once proceeded to gather up the
here. Go ahead and do your duty. It's all rig-ht necessary fuel to kindle a fire.
to Rive this fellow a fair trial. I will agree to
Hop assisted our hero and his partners in
that, of course. But I am going- to land that lookinl? after the horses, and fifteen minutes lafive hundred dollars reward, and I am not going ter all hands were e:athered about a bril?htly
to be long in doing it, either. Did you hear about burning fire, while the Chinese cook was busy
preparing- the belated supper. No one came to
that, my ·"friend?"
As the boy said this he turned to the man who interfere with them, thoug-h Wild was pretty
certain that they were being- watched throug;h
had been called Bill Jetter.
"I heard something- what was being- said," was the darkness. But from what he had already
the retort. "But bluff is a common thinl? these seen he was convinced that it was a pretty decent sort of mining camp they had struck, and
days."
that they had plenty of friends here. This meant
"You think I am bluffing, then?"
· "Never mind. I don't want to get into an ar- that it was hardly likely that they would be disJ?Ument with you. One of the men just whis- turbed.
l)ered to me a little while ago that you were
supposed to be the champion deadshot of the
West, and that you were as quick ,as lightning
CHAPTER IV.-The Poker Game.
with a , gun. I don't claim to be anything like
that, so of course it will be , foolish in me to
Sam Gillis, the leader of Shake Up Camp, saw
pick a row with you."
to it that Jelly, the prisoner, was duly locked up
"Oh, that's the way you feel about it?"
in a small log shanty, which was called the calaBill Jetter said no more but marched up and boose. It was a rather stron£ affair, but when
leaned against the bar. A motion from Wild he called for two men to volunteer to do l?Uard
Caused Sam Gillis to lead the prisoner from the duty as many as a dozen were ready for the
place. Then the boy went out after him, his task. He selei;ted two of them, and leaving- them
hand upon the bridle rein of Spitfire. The girls there turned and went back to the saloon. The
and Wing Wah were waiting- outside at ,,-a shof't others having nothing to keep them there and
distance from the shanty saloon, and seeing that seeminl? to be satisfied that the prisoner would
a dozen or more miners were helping the leader be secure, went along with him. When they g;ot
of the gang to escort the prisoner to the lock-up, inside the well lighted barroom the man called
Wild quickly joined them.
Bill Jetter was laying down the law with · grea
"I reckon it's pretty near time we had supper stress. His listeners were much interested, too,
.1drls," he said smilingly,
. it seemed. When Gillis came in Jetter ceased
"Yes, Wild," Arietta answered quickly. "But talking- for a moment, and then noddinl? h.i,s
say, who was that man who rode up here a little head in a satisfied way, said:
while ago and stood ljstenirig- at the door. We
"Well, Sam, you know. pretty well that I was
saw him plainly."
strol}.g;ly in favor of you bein£ the head man of
"Oh, he's a fellow who is taking it· up for the the camp. My reasons for feeling that way were
risoner," was the reply. "I reckon I'll learn that I considered you a man with a level head.
omething- more about him before I turn in to- But it seems to me," and he laughed lightly,
night. I have an idea that he followed us after "that you have let your brains become a little
we left the outlaws' cave. But let it go at that." muddled, and all through a mere boy."
"-All right, Wild. But I can't help telling you
"There ain't no use ur:vour talkin' that way,
that the thought came to me right away when Bill," the miner retorted 'resentfully. "I know
I saw him listening that he was one of the Young Wild West, an' I'd stack up anvthinJ? a£in
l)ave Gang, possibly the leader."
a pair of old boots that he wouldn't tell a lie
"You're pretty g-ood on the g-uess, Et," and hardly to save his life."
the young deadshot laughed lightly, as he turned
"Hold on a minute, Sam. Don't think for an
and looked around for an open s-pace where they iJ;l.stant that I am implyin£ that the kid has told
might pitch their camp. He saw one less than a lie. I have heard just enou£h to convince me
a hundred yards away, and with a nod of satis- that he's a little too ambitious. It seems . that
faction he turned his head to the stirls and said: Y ounl? Wild West, as you call him, was riding
"Come on. We'll stop right there at the foot through the pass with his companions when they
of that steep bank. It looks to me as if there met a few masked men. By l?Ood luck they got
miJrht be some water there. But there must be the best of these men, who were no- doubt memsome around here, anyhow. We'll e:o and see. bers of the Cave Gani!,'. Then they happened to
Fetch along the pack horses, Wing."
come upon poor Jelly, who undoubtedly was
Just then Charlie and Jim came out, followed prowlin£ around there ·for the purpose of finding
by the clever Chinee, so the whole party headed a way to obtain the reward of five hundred dolin the direction Young Wild West had pointed lars. You know as well as I do that there's
out. Sure enough they found a £Ood sized brook nothinl? much in the way of £rit in Jelly. He 'bel'ttDllll!g along close to the foot of the bank. It came so frightened that when he was threatened
was as good a place as any to camp, and without 1 he told a story that would suit Young Wild West.
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It was foolish of him to do it. of course, but no
doubt he thought he was saving his life by it.
Now, then, I have just been talking to the boys
here, and I believe the most of them agree with
me. It's a"' shame to keep Jelly locked up."
"Jelly said enough right afore n;ie to make me
feel sartin that what he told Y ounJ? Wild West
is true," Sam retorted. "I believe he's one of the
Cave Gani? as much as I believe anything, an'
you kin bet as long- as I'm leader of the camp he
ain't goin' out of the ca,aboose. You have heard
what I say, so there ain't no use arguin' with
me any further, Bill Jetter. I know you're a
putty good sort of a man, an' that you own a
mine here, an' all that. But don't think that you
are goin' to bulldoze me one bit. I ain't the man
as will stand any triflin'."
"Ha, ha!" Jetter laughed. "I thought you would
act in that way. You were always a headstrong
fellow ever since 1've known you. Well, I am not
going to say much more, but I feel satisfied that
you will be convinced that you, have made a filg
mistake. Now, then, gentlemen, step up to the
bar and drink with me. I have been very successful since I opened up the Red Star Mine, and
I am going to be as liberal as ever. It makes no
difference whether you agree with me or not.
You are all welcome to drink the best there is
in the house."
This mollified Sam Gillis somewhat and he
accepted the invitation along- with the rest. There
was quite a pleasant way about Bill Jetter, and
he beg-an ta!king and joking, not referring to
,
Jelly or the Cave Gang at all.
Soon there was a general air of _good feeling
in the place. There must have been as many as
twenty-five men gathered there, and when Jetter proposed a game of draw poker several responded.
"How about you, Sam?" the glib tongued man
asked.
"What's the use of me trvin' to play cards
with you, Bill?" was the reply. "Every one here
knows that you're one of the slickest fellers what
ever handled a deck of cards. I've often thought
that you made money about as much from gamblin' as you. do workm' your mine. The fact is
I can't see as how you could ~it rich out of that
mine, anyhow."
"Never ,mind about that, Sam," and the face
of the man became sober instantly. "There is
plenty of pay-dirt. in the Red Star, and whe~ I
~et ready to take it out you'll see things stirrlng here in Shake Up Camp."
"I hope you'll dt ready to 'make the boom
putty soon, then, but I ain't goin' to play draw
poker tonight. I ain't in the humor, Bill."
"All right, then. There's enough here to make
up a g-ame anyhow. Here are five who want to
1>lay."
"They're fools for doin' it, that's all I kin say,"
Gillis retorted, for he still seemed to be a little
I
•ore against the man.
"Why don't you advise them not to play."
then?" Jetter asked spiritedly.
"What do I want to do that for? I reckon eyery
:man's his own boss, as far as playin' poker is
concerned." "I ain't afraid to put my money agin no one's"
a short stout man with a very red face spoke u1>.
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"I can't say that Bill is much ahead of me in
the game, anyhow."
"I think if it could be figured out correctly I
would be behind. You have certainly won m·ore
from me tl.an I have from you, Shaker," Jetter
answered smiling-ly.
It must have been that ·the words of the boss
of the camp caused some of the miners who had
been willing to play cards to change their minds.
The result was that only two beside the man
called Shaker were willing- to sit at the table
when the cards were broug-ht out.
"Anyone else?" Bill Jetter asked, lookinJ? all
around smiling-ly. "This is g-oing to be a square
t that
game, g-entlemen. Don't think for an in
I am a cheat. I may be pretty slick at de ling- the
cards but there are others here who are just
as slick. If I am lucky it is _because I use my
, head. A man must always use his head no matter in. ~ha~ kind of business he is eng-a~ed, whether 1t s d1g-dn2" out pay dirt or playin!!" draw
·
poker."
T~e game started and for a while thing-s went
.
agamst Jetter.
One of the miners had also been cleaned out
and had just sig-nified his- intention to quit when
a voice called out:
":Me likee _p lay dlaw pokee," and into the barroom came Hop Wah.
Of course the otbers looked their surprise, and
Jetter stated that he was not in the habit of
playinR" cards with Chinamen, and asked Hop
who he was.
"Me allee samee Young- Wild West's clever
Chinee," was the quick 1·eply. "Me likee play
dlaw pokee."
"Give him a chance, Bill," Sam Ellis called
out. "Maybe you can g-et the best of him."
Jetter a sked the Chinaman if he had apy
money, and Hop satisfied all hands that he was
well fixed when he pulled a handful of g-old coins
from his pocket. He was therefore allowed to
sit in the game.
\ The game continued with varying successes
or losses among- the players for some time until
~ally Hop got what cards he wanted hidden up
his sleeve, and from that time on he invariably
won pot after pot with four aces. This ang-ered
Jetter and just as Hop had won another pot and
was about to pocket the money Jetter pulled a
revolver and ordered him to leave the money
alone. Whether he would have shot Hop it is
hard to say.
Suddenly young- Wild West, followed by Cheyen~e Charlie entered the room and seeinl? them
J~tt~ dropped back into his chair and remained
silent.
CHAPTER V.-Excitement in the Mining Camp
"Misler Wild, Misler Wild!" Hop cried, no
doubt much relieved at the appearance of the
Yoll!lg- deadshot and the scout .iust then. "Um
Melican man wantee shootee me."
"Is that s_o? ~ha~'s the trouble?" the boy
asked, speaktnJ? m his cool and easy way and
at the same time turning- his gaze upon Bill
Jetter.
"I'll tell you what the trouble is, Y ounJ? Wild
West.'' Sam Gillis spoke up. "I've been standill'
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right here and takin' in everythin' that -went on.
"All right. just as you like," and the boy coolly
Bill Jetter, who is a mighty smart grambler, has dropped his gun back into the holster.
been trying to cheat the Chinaman, and has been
But his' quick eyes were fastened upon those
beaten by the heathen at his own tricks."
of the gambler, just the same. Jetter hesitated
"He has been cheatin' us," said Jetter, "and I a moment, and then put awav his gt1n.
am going to fill him full of holes in consequence."
"Gentlemen." he said, turninl?" to the crowd,
"One minute, please."
"since I lost 'nothinir by playing with the ChinaIt was Young Wild West who spo1<e, and his man, I think it's my turn to treat you all. Come
voice rang out clear and distinct.
to the bar. The best in the house is none too good
"No interference, Young Wild West," came the for vou."
retort, as the gambler raised his revolver as if
Generally in a gatherin2' like that 1mch an in- ,
to make good his threat.
vitation was .alwavs responded to promptly.
"Put away that piece of hardware. Do vou hear
But only about half of the men moved to the
what I say?"
bar this time. It wa plain to be seen that J etter's
Then as quick as a flash the young deadshot admission of having cheated while shuffling the
pulled a gun and pointed it squarely at the man's cards caused them to have less of a e:ood opinion
breast.
of him than had before existed. However. the
"Maybe vou think I have no right to interfere," gambler did not appear to notice that all did not
he went on, the vestige of a smile showing upon come to the bar. He was very cheerful now,
his handsome face. "But that. Chinaman happens which told plainly that he had a wav of controllto belong ti my party, and even though he has ing himself. Of course neither Wild nor Charlie
one or two very bad habits. he is as good as gold. responded to the invitation. But Hop did, and
Did he win any of your money?"
noticing- him standing at the bar, Jetter moved
"He has won several pots, and always with through the crowd and put out his hand:
four aces," answered Jetter.
" Shake, heathen," he said smilingly. "I t1m al"Hop," the young deadshot said, rather ways glad to shake hands- with a man who is
ster-n ly, as he flashed a glance at the heathen, equal to myself in anv one thine:. I consider that
"give the man back his money."
you are as f?'OOcl as I am at playing- poker."
"Allee light, M:isler Wild," was the meek reply,
Hop accepted his hand and shook it heartily.
and Hop was not long in counting out the exact
"Yi,u velly nicee Melican man," he declared.
amount which belonged to Jetter.
·
"Me likee you vellv muchee. Maybe some timee
Then he gave Shaker what was coming to him, we play some more dlaw pokee."
after which he walked from the table and took
"I hope to have the opportunity, "Tor I am not
his place at the bar.
satisfied that you are any better than I am at the
"I never saw you until tonight," our hero went _game, even though you have shown quite plainly
on, his gaze fixed upon the face of the gambler, that you are extremely clever."
"but I am going to tell you right now that I
"Me velly smartee Chinee."
haven't much of an opinion of you. If the China"Yes, you have said that a few times tonight,
man cheated you in the game I must believe that I believe."
he knew you · meant to cheat him if you got the
Then Jetter shot .a glance at those who had
opportunity. You have already admitted that not come to the bar, but in an apparentlv unyou were looking at the cards as you were shuf- concerned manner vaid the bill. Shaker appeared
flinl?" them. If that isn't cheating I'd like to know to be quite uneasy. He. kept watching- Jetter all
what is."
the time, and presently he walked up to him and
"It sartinly is cheatin'," Sam Gillis spoke up. whispered something in his ear. There was an
"But let me ·tell ye somethin', Young Wild West. affirmative noel and then he went to the door.
Bill Jetter is the slickest J?"ambler what ever Young Wild West was watching- closely though
struck Shake Up Camp."
he appeared to be interested in a game of cards
"I expected as much as that. I suppose he that was taking place at a table near the farther
has won considerable money from you miners." encl of the room. When he saw Shaker leave
"I'd like to · have all he's took from me."
the place he walked to a window and looked out.
"So would I." somebodv spoke up.
There were two horses hitched to the rail that
Then there was .a silence, durinJ?" which Jetter ran alonll:' close to the horse trough in front of
remained motionless, his face gradually growing the shanty saloon, and when the man untied one
pale.
·
and mounted the young cleadshot left the window
"I think you• had better give up the idea of and hurrying to the side of the scout whispered:
"Charlie, I .reckon that fellow is worth being
shooting the Chinaman," Wild said persuasively
at the same time making a slight motion with followed. I am well satisfied that he is up to
· the revolver he was holding in his hand. "You're somethinll:'."
"All right. Do you want me to git after him?"
a cheat yourself, and if he got the best of vou
"Yes, but you haven't much time, especially
it's your· own fault. Now, then. are you willingto call it square, o.r do you want to have it out if he rides very fast. Go on and get your horse
and do your best to follow him. It's quite likely
to the end?"
•that he will g-o straight to the headquarters of
"I can't for the life of me see where I ha
the least chance, Young Wild West/' came the the Cave Gang-. I believe that as much as if I
rather cool report. "You have got a gun pointed had been told that he was one of them."
right at my heart, and if I attempt to raise mine
"All right, Wild," and so saying the scout
I'll drop dead. I know enough for that, so I'll quickly left the room.
Wild noticed that Bill Jetter looked at him
simply say that you have l?Ot the best of me
and that for the time beinl? we'll call it square." sharply as he did this, and he made up his mind
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that if Jetter attempted to leave he would follow
him as quickly as he could get his horse. But
it seemed that the gambler was in no hurry to go,
for he came over and sat down at a table under
a swinging oil lamp, and calmly taking a paper
from his pocket began reading.
"A mighty cool hand," Wild thought. "That
fellow will bear a lot of watching. I think Et
was perfectly right when she passed her opinion
upon him. If he isn't the leader of the Cave
Gang I will be very much surprised."
"Heathen, come and sit down," Jetter called
out, suddenly, as he put his paper away. "I
want you to know that I don't bear you one bit
of a grudJ,l'e."
"Allee light," was the reply, and ·~s cheerfully
as if he was accepting an invitation from a man
of high authority and standing, he came over
and took a seat at the table.
"Did you ever play a two-handed game o.f
poker?" Jetter asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "M.e play velly muchee
cllaw pokee, evely kind."
"But did you ever play it without drawing
cards? I mean by that, that the cards are
simply dealt and then the betting is done without
looking at them until the call is made."
"Lat allee samee stud pokee."
"Yes, something very similar to it, anyhow.
How about it? Shall we have a little game?''
"Me likee play velly muchee."
"Well, if Young Wild West will not interfere
we'll try it."
"I certainly won't interfere unless .you attempt
to harm the Chinaman," the young deadshot answered, coolly, as he came forward and stood
with folded arms before the man. "If you want
to gamble with Hop go ahead and do so. But
if it happens that you get the worst of it don't
threaten to shoot him. I'll tell you right now
that he is a sleight-of-hand performer-a magician and a good one, at that. This means that
he is able to handle the cards about as he likes.
Now then, with that understanding, are you
willing to gamble any further with him?"
"I certainly am."
"Go ahead·, then. I won't say a word if you
clean him out of every dollar he has got, or he
·
does it to you."
"Mullen, please bring a new deck of cards," the
gambler called out.
"Right yer ·are, Bill," was the• reply, and in a
minute or two the cards were tossed upon the
table,
Hop never offered to touch them, but permitted
the gambler to o en the pack and remove the
joker, and then go on and shuffie them.
"Cut for deal," Jetter said, after he had ripped them two or three times in order to mix the
cards thoroughly.
Hop made the cut and got a three-spot. Then
Jetter smilingly made the cut and turned up a
•
Jack.
"°I deal," he said. "Now then, there's no
money to be put upon the board. I will deal two
hands. One is yours, and one mine, Then it is
for you to make a bet."
"Allee light, me undelstand."
Hop cut the cards and the deal was made. Then
be laid a ten-dollar gold-piece upon the board.
"Me bettee ten dollee," he said.
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"All right, heathen. I call you. We'll see
what we have."
He turned his cards over and showed three
queens. Hop had a pair of deuces, so he lost, of
course.
"This is what I call a vretty game, and it's a
square one, too. There's no chancel of cheating
in it, either," the gambler declared, 1as he looked
around at our frnro.
Wild said nothing, however, and Hop proceeded
to deal. The Chinaman smiled blandly, for no
doubt hi'} knew that his opponent did not mean it
when he said there was no chance of cheating in
the game. Any man who could stack the cards
could certainly cheat. But he did not try it this
time, and the result was that another ten dollar
bet was made and he lost again. As Jetter was
about to shuffie the cards again three shots rang
out from the outside. Instantly there was much
confusion in the place, and everybody started. for
tlte door. Wild was one of the first to get outside, and as he did so a man came runninJ? to1
ward the place, shouting excitedly:
"The prisoner has got away!';
"What!" exclaimed the young deadshot. "Come
on, Mr. Gillis."
"Jelly has got away Jelly has got away-!"'
The shout went up from several of the miners.
Just then a voice called out from the side of the
•
shanty saloon:
"No, he ain't, boys! Here he is. I've got him
an' don't you forgit it."
It was Cheyenne Charlie, and the next instant
he appeared in the light of the oil lamp that
hung in front of the building dragginir Jelly
with him.
~HAPTER VI.-Bill Jetter Is Convinced.
As Cheyenne Charlie went out of the shanty
saloon he heard the fellow called Shaker riding
away. But the horse was r?"oing rather slowly,
·and the scout decided that if he hurried he would
have time to get his own horse and catch up w.ith
him. He started on -a run straight for -the camp,
but before he got half way to it he heard the
):i.orseman stop. He could not see him on account
of some shanties that obstructed his view, but
his quick ears told him right away that he had
come to a halt. Charlie stopped still in his tracks
and hesitated. He did not know whether to e:o
-on after his horse or to steal through the darkness to the spot where the fellow had halted.
· He decided upon the latter course. for something
told him that probably he was not going to leave
Shake Up Camp after all. This was a lucky thing
for the scout, for when he got past a couple of
the shanties he saw the figure of a man going
around to the outskirts.
· Not sure that it. was Shaker, Charlie kept on,
and the next minute he found a horse hitched to
a jutting piece of rock at the side of a cliff.
Of course he did not know for sure that it was
the horse Shaker had ridden from the /!3aloon.
But he took it for granted that it was, and then
without waiting more than a couple of seconds,
he turned to follow the man. Charlie went
around behind th~ shanties, and soon caught
sight of Shaker, who was stealthily making his
way toward the calaboose in which Jelly had been
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confined. ·Then it dawned upon Cheyenne Charlie
what he was up to.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "The sneakin' coyote is goin' to try to
free the prisoner. Well, I made up my mind that
he was one of the Cave Gang- as well as thegaloot they call Bill Jetter. This is gittin' to
be interestin'."
.
Pulling a revolver from the holster, the scout
gripped it firmly and then ran lightly after the
villain. He could now see the two men who had
been left to , g-uard the little log- shanty that was
called the lock-up. They were sitting near the
door upon a rock and appeared to be taking it
very easy. Mea~while Shaker had disappeared
behind a shanty to the right of the calaboose.
Charlie knew verv well what he was up to. He
meant to reach the log- shant~ without being- observer! by the g-uards. Bent upon seeing- .iust
what he meant to do, Charlie made him way
cautiously around to the left. He manaired to
elude the vigilance of the guards, too, and soon
he was crouching behind a rock less than forty
feet from the calaboose. He- could see the rear
end of the little building as well as one of the
sides, but . the men on guard were out of his
view. The stars were shining brightly overhead,
and enough lig·ht was shed from them for him
to observe a figure at work behind the building-.
Of course Ch"ar1ie knew that he ·must be trying
to make an opening in the calaboose so the prisoner could escape. But just how it was possible
to do such a thing, especially in a short time,
he did not know, for be had considered that the
lock-up was a secure one. He decided to get up
a little closer and find out exactlv what Shaker
was doing. He crept along- until. he came to a
log- that was lyinir within a dozen feet of the
corner of the calaboose. Then he was able to see
pretty well what Shaker was working at. Already the man had loosed one of the ·1og-s at the
end, and he was trying- to force it outward. It
came rather slowly, but this was prob.ably because the man did not want to make anv souncfs
that would be heard by the g-uards at the front.
If anyone had been looking- at the face 'o f the
scout .iust then they would have noticed that a
grim smile had settled upon it.
Once ·or twice he half raised his . revolver as
thouJ?h to take a shot at the man, but each time
he dropped it and decided to bide his time. For
five minutes the villain kept at work, and at the
expiration of that time the encl of the !og had
been pulled out to a distance of ·three or four
feet. Then Shaker stopped in his work, and after
looking in all directions and satisfying- himself
that everything was all right, dropped upon his
hands and knees and then Charlie plainly saw
a man crawling through the narrg,w opening. It
was a tight squeeze, but at Ieng-th he was outside.
·
"That's all right," Charlie thoug·ht, as he noddecl to himself. "You think you're goin' to gjt
away, but I reckon you ain't."
The two men started to steal away from the
calaboose, and then Charlie decided that it was
time for him to act. He did not ig-ive the alarm,
for he felt himself ouite equal to the task of
cii.tching them. Springing to his feet he started
on a run after them, and before they were aware
of it he got within a dozen· yards of them.

"Stop right where yer are," he called out, not
loudly, but just so they could hear him and not
mistake his words.
Jelly stopped instantly and threw up both
hands. But Shaker turned and fled. He had not
gone more than ten feet before he fired at the
scout twice in succession. Charlie heard the bullets as they whizzed past his head, and thinking
it_ about time he did something, _he took a ouick
aim as well as ~e could throug-h the darkness
and pulled the trigger. As the report of his re-volver rang- out ~he villain threw up his hands
and fe!l. Jelly did no~ move from the spot, but
kept his hands over Ins head. Then -Charlie ran
up_ to him and taking him by the collar of hii!
shirt pressec! the . muzzle of his revolver a.irainst
his breast and said:
·
"You come along- with me."
The three shots that had been fired of course
roused the g-uards, ana the first thing- they did
was to look inside the calaboose. Finding- it
empty! they naturally gave the alarm. One of
them ran straig-ht for the shanty saloon, and in
a remarkably short space o:( time more than half
the inhibitants of the mining camp .had been informed of the escape of the prisoner. Then it
was that Charlie came around from behind the
building with his Prisoner and announced that
he had not escaped. and that he had hiT!l a prisoner. The crowd became suddenly silent. But it
wa sonly f?r a moment. Then a shout went up,
an~ the mmers swarmed about Charlie and his
prisoner.
, "How did you get him. Cheyenne Charlie?"
Sam Gillis asked, excitedly, as he pushed his
wav forward and g-ripped Charlie bv the arm.
"Oh, it wasn't a hard thing to do," was the
reply. "I reckon I got the feller what let him out
of tlre •calaboose, too. But it was in another
way. He's layin' back there somewhere, an' · 1
don't know whether his !~e is up or down. But
he's there, an' you kin oet all you're worth on
it. He shot .at me twice, an' he came mighty
near- gittin' me, too. Then I let him have one, an'
the bullet went straig-ht to the mark."
Gillis started to draJ? Jelly into the s:;tloon, and
Charlie permitted him to do so. but he did not
relinoujsh his g-rasp upon tl,.e man.
"Did you know the man who let him out of
~he ~alaboose, Charlie?"" Young Wild West asked,
m his cool aJ?d easy way, as he went through the
doorway behmd the scout.
"I reckon I did, Wild. He was the iraloot what
jest left here a little while ag-o. They called
him Shaker, but I reckon he ain't got no name
now, 'cause he's cashed in his chips."
. As the scout said this Wild looked souarelv at
Bill Jetter, who was standing near ,the encl of the
bar, he having been one of the fl.mt to come back
into the place. He noticed that the man's face
turned suddenly pale. But it was only for an
instant, and then he had regained his composure.
"A mfghty coo hand," the young deadshot
thought. "All rig-ht. I reckon this thing is drifting along swiftly now. It won't take long to
corral the Cave Gang."
"Wf10 did yer say it was what let Jelly out of
the calaboose?" Gillis asked, turninJ? to the scout
in surprise.
"Shaker. · That's what they called him, I be- -1
lieve. He went out of here a little while ago, an•
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I followed him. He rode away for about a hun- our ·camn. No rope is ·goinl? to be used iust now.
.
dred yards, an' then he tied his horse an' sneaked You hear what I say."
"Oh, all right, Young Wild West," the miner
around behind the log shanty the prisoner was
in. I was right after him; an' while the two retorted, rather meekly. "I sartinly don't want
guards was sittin' in front of the buildin' half to go agin anything you say. If. you're goin' to
asleep he pried a log loose an' let the prisoner keep Jelly a Prisoner it's ,all right. I'm nutty
out. I seen the whole proceedin'. an' I jest wait- sartin that you won't let him git away, an'
ed till he got him out. Then I sollter appeared that none of his friends will come an' 'g it him."
"No, I hardly think any of his friends will.
before 'em. Shaker meant to . kill me, but I
didn't let him fire any more than two ·shots. If come and get him. But we are going to get some
•
you heard the shoot.in' you'll notice that two of of them befo.re very long."
The boy shot a meaninl? glance at Jetter as he
'em sounded putty close together, an' then the
third one come. The third one was mine, an' said the last, but the man did -not appear to
notice it in the least. Thinking that perhaps
that settled the business."
Jelly's knees were knocking together, and 'the miners might work themselves up into a fit
when he was pushed into a chair he went down of excitement which would cause them to insist
upon lynching the prisoner, Wild nodded to the
as if he had been a bundle of rags.
He was terror-stricken, and he tried to say scout and said:
-" Charlie, I reckon you had better take Jelly to
something but his tongue refused to work properly.
our camp. Probably Sam will go with you. See
"It seems to me that stranire things are hap- to it that he is fixed so there will be no possible
pening hf!re all of a sudden," observed Bill Jetter, chance of his escaping."
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply. "Come
as he stepped forward and looked at Jelly.
"What's tbe matter with you, 1;1nyhow? I never on, Sam. We'll git the sneakin' coyote where he'll
believed that vou were anything but a fairly be safe. He ain't fit for hang-in', anyhow. The
honest man. Speak out now and tell the truth. best thing to . do with him is to- put him in the
hands of the sheriff an' let him have a trial.
Did Shaker get you out of the calaboose?"
"Ye-es, Bill, he done. it." came the stammer- Most likely he'll be about the onlv one that will
be left alite of the Cave G:;ml? !titer Wild is done
·
ing reply.
with 'em. Then he kin tell the whole story an'
"And Cheyenne Charlie shot him for doine: it, everybody will know all about it."
eh?"
- Gillis was more than willing-, for he had evi"Yes, he shot him,- but Shaker shot at him dently
made up his niind that• Young- Wild West
twice first." .
w.as going to run things, so the prisoner was
"Oh, all right. I have nothine: further to say. ouickly hustled out of the place. A few of the
I have been badly deceived in you two men. It miners started to follow them, but when Wild
serves Shaker quite right, for it proves con- advised them to come back they did so.
clusively that he was a bad egf?."
"I know how you feel, boys," the young- deai:1Shaker was about to say somethinl?, but he shot said, nodding to them, as they entered the
the
upon
l?aze
checked himself and turned his
barroom again. "I don't blame you one bit. It
floor. Then Jetter stepped over to him, and lay- 1·oils you to thing that you were so much deing a hand upon his shoulder, said:
ceived· in Jelly and Shaker. There isn't the ques"If you're guilty of the char1?es against you tion of a doubt in my mind but that the two
take your medicine, and don't shiver over it." were bona fide members of the band of outlaws
"I-I ain't shiverin'," came the reply, as the that is called the Cave Gang. Jelly ·had been
man's teeth fairly chattered. "I know I'm a left at the mouth of the cave on · the- watch. while
bad one, an' I s'pose I oul?hter be lrunl?. But the rest of the gang came out to rob us while
maybe Young Wild West will see to it that I'm we were at a halt near the wrecked wagon. Failsent t-0 prison instead."
ing to make out very well, they were forced to
"There wouldn't be mtich fun in hang-in' sich a go, and then we caught Jelly. Right after we
sneakin' coyote as you are," Cheyenne Charlie de- came here Shaker arrived, and I am pretty sure
clar-ed, contemptuously. "You're about the most he had some one with him. They followed us, of
cowardly man I ever set eyes on. But say," and course. But there's one thing certain, Cheyenne
he turned to Gillis, "what kind of a lock-up do Charlie fixed Shaker so he will never follow anotl)er person, not in th.is world. anyhow."
·
you have here, anyhow?"
· "I sorter thought it was about as strong as it
While the boy was talking- he was looking
could be made. But' I didn't reckon on some one sharply at Jetter. But never once did the man
workin' from the outside," was the reply.
change the expression of his countenance. Some"Well, it couldn't have been very strone: or one thing told Wild that it, would not be long before
man couldn't have loosened a Jog an' pulled it Jetter would leave the place, so w en things
away in about five or ten minutes. Jest take a began to quiet down and the usual way of doing
wa lk around there with a lantern an' you'll see thinS1.·s started in the bov walked over to where
Hop Wah was sitting- smoking a big black cigar,
for yourse1f."
"There ain't no use in puttin' Jelly back in and said:
"Well, Hop, I reckon you had better go back
that. place, then," one of the miners spoke up
an.d then he looked significantly at those stand• to the camp. We may take a notioti to leave
fng at his left. "A rope's the thing now, boys." Shake Up early to-morrow morning, and that
"Hold on a minute," our hero called out in a means that you will have a little work to do.
ringing voice. "As you say, there is no use in I don't want you to get into any more card
1>uttine: the prisoner back into the calaboose. I'll games to-night, nor dri.tik a lot of tanglefoot,
take care of him. He shall be held a prisoner at either."
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"Allee light," Misler Wild. "Me go liJ?ht away,
!en."
Then layinJ? a hand upon the heathen's arm,
he wl1ispered:
"You J?et your horse riJ?ht away, and wait
around somewhere close to this place. When Bill
Jetter leaves I want you to follow him. But be
careful that you are not caught by the Cave
Gang. That's all I want to say."
"Lat allee liJ?ht, M,isler Wild. Me undelstandee."
The boy went back and took a seat near a table
where five miners had started to play a irame of
seven-up. It was not much of a gamblinJ? e:ame,
for they were simply ordering- drinks. and the
man who lost the J?ame would be compelled to
pay for them.
"No more poker to-night, then, I suppose,"
Bill Jetter observed, as he stretched out his arms
and gave a yawn. "The heathen has been sent
to bed, so that settles it. I did think we were
going to have an interesting time with that stud
poker game we started. I guess I may as well
go to my shanty."
"Have somethin' afore you J?O, Bill," Sam
Gillis said, a peculiar smile on his face. "I
sorter feel like treatin' since I've proved to you
that I didn't make "rio mistake here to-night."
"No, thank "you, Sam. As you know, I am not
much of a drinkinJ? man. I'll J!,'O o:q over to the
shanty and go to bed. I have J?ot my horse out
here, for I took a little ride just before dark and
instead of stoppinJ? at the shanty and putting
him away, I came riirht here."
·
"That was just about the time Shaker arrived,
wasn't it'/" Wifd asked, in his cool and easy
way.
"Come to think of it, I believe it was. Shaker
dismounted just as I rode up. Too bad that the
man could iro wrong:, isn't it'/"
"Yes, it certainly is. But the world seems to
be be plentifully supplied with villains, and
Shaker was simply one of them, that's all."
"They've J?Ot him laid out in the calaboose,"
a miner spoke up. "He was dead as a door-nail
when they found · him. Cheyenne Charlie's bullet
fetched him riJ?ht under · the ear."
"Served him right!" exclaimed Jetter, as he
started for the door. "Well, )!:ood-night, everybody. I hope Youn_g- Wild West will soon have
the rest of the Cave Gan_g-. It seems that he
has got two of them now, all right. Good-night."
Some of them answered, but the most seemed
to think it was hardly worth while. The fact
was . that the majority had turned strongly
against the :tnan ,they had hitherto regarded as
beinJ? honest and strai,ghtforward.
'

CHAPTER VII.-The Den of the Cave Gang.
Bill Jetter was apparently quite cool as he
went outside and untied his broncho. He mounted
after the fashion of a man who was well used
to the saddle, and then rode away at an easy
lope. But he kept lookin_g- over his shoulder as
if he expected some one would follow him. Failing to see any one, he J!,'ave a ;nod of satisfaction
9.nd muttered:
"Well, I rather think I am up against the
touiihest proposition of aft my life. This Young

Wild West is about all they clahn him to be. He
knows quite well that I am connected with the
Cave Gang, and possibly he thinks that I am no
other than Kit Holton, the man he got the best
of to-niirht. If he does, he thinks exactly ri_g-ht,
of course. But I can't quite understand why he
can see through it so easily. He was piling it
right into me every time he J?Ot the chance, and I
don't know what it was done for. He suspects me, anyhow, and that means that things are growinl?
dangerous. I'll get back to the cave right away,
for I am pretty sure that he won't have time to
-get his horse and follow me. Anyhow, he knows
about where it is, for he caught Jelly ri_g-ht on the
spot."
Then he laughed lightly and continued: .
"But what _g-ood would it do him if he came
there? If he had fifty . men behind him he
couldn't force an entrance, for we could shoot
them all down as fast a they came, since the
passage is so narrow. However, they might find
the other way to get in. It seems that Jelly was
fool enough to tell them that' there was another
way. Well, we have got to be prepared for
them, that's all."
Jetter went on at a e:allop, and in a very short
time came in si_g-ht of the wrecked wagon. This
waJ?on had contained a load of gold ore that was
being conveyed to a larger mining camp somewhere like thirty miles away. But it had been
stopped by the Cave Gang, and the men in charge
of it were put to flight after the mules had
become frightened and dragged the wagon 1between the two rocks, breaking it so that it was
useless. Jetter and his companions bad taken
charge of the load, carrying all the ore into the
cave with the idea of at some future time disposin_g- of it for what it was worth. He rpde up
to the wa_g-on, and after lookin_g- at it gave a
chuckle and then turned and rode to the dark
mouth of the cave. It was really quite a cave
that he entered, but it did not extend more than
thirty feet back from the face of the cliff. The
shrewd villain dismounted, and then after listening for a moment tapped upon the rocky floor
with the butt of his revolver. After a wait of
perhaps .ten seconds an answerin_g- tap came from
the rear of the cave. Then Jetter made another
tap, and the result was that a light suddenly
appeared.
·
- "It's all right," the villain said, in a low whisper. "Push the door o,pen, 'So I can get through
with my horse.''
"Oh, it's you, eh, Kit?" a voice answered.
"Yes, it's me."
"Come right on, then," and the liJ?ht showed
plainer.
Taking his horse by the bridle, the leader of
the Cave Gani? led him on into a narrow passage
that was barely large enou_g-h to permit a horse
and rider. Once he was into the passage, the
man who had opened the door closed it a,g-ain
with a sharp click. The door was composed of a
slab of rock with big iron hinges that had been
ingeniously attached to it by means of bolts that
fastened into holes that had been drilled into
the slab.
Jetter, as we will call him, continued straight
ahead for a distance of perhaps twenty feet,
leadin_g- his horse behind him. Then the passage
sup.denly broadened, and a few seconds later he
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emerged into a cave "that was lighted by three
swin1dng oil lamps. Sitting about the cave were
the rest of the band, numbering just eleven men.
They were not masked, for there was no occasion
for it just then. Why the fellow who had admitted the leader had taken the precaution to
put on a mask cannot be said, but possibly he
might have feared that a stranger was seeking
entrance and did not want to be recognized.
"Well, boys," Jetter said, speaking as coollv as
if what he had to say was not of much conseQuence, "there were fourteen of us a little while
ago, but now -we number just a round dozen."
"How .is that, Kit?" one of them cried, running
toward him excitedly.
"Keep cool," was the retort. "There's no need
of getting excited about it. But what I am telling you is straight. We number just twelve men
now, counting myself. Shaker is dead, and Jelly
might just as well be. Certainly he ought to
be, . for he has proved himself to be a rank
coward, and he is now a prisoner in the hands
of no less a personage than Young Wild West,
the boy who irot the best of me to-night when we
thought we were going to reap a little harvest by
holdinir up the party that came through the pass
and halted at the broken wagon."
The villain spoke in such an easy way that it
seemed hardly possible that he was tellinir such
bad news. While he was perfectly cool, the rest
were not. Even the fellow who had admitted
rum showed the utmost excitement when he came
in and learned what had happened.
"Who shot Shaker, Kit?" he asked, e-ripping
the leader by both arms in his eagerness to find
out.
"One of the partners of Young Wild West. I
believe they call him Cheyenne Charlie. Shaker
tried to _get him, but missed. Then he got his
dose of lead. But I won't say anything more
until Y<ia fellows awaken to the fact that you
have got to be cool and level-headed. You can
never expect to win out now unless you keep your
heads all the time."
So sayine-, Jetter moved over to a corner of
the cave and coolly seated himself in a big armchair that looked very much out of place in the
atural cave.
They talked in whispers for a while, and then
one of them wafked toward the leader, who was
now smoking a cigarette, and said:
"Well, Kit, I reckon we're cool enough now.
Jest tell us all about this here business."
"All right. I'll tell it in a very few words. I
have already said that Shaker is dead, and that
Jelly is a prisoner in the hands of Younl?' Wild
-west. Now then, I am going to tell you that
Young Wild West proposes to capture the rest
of the Cave Gani?' in short order. You may look
for such a thing to happen at any time, or you
may see to it that Younl?' Wild West is put
out of the world in a hurry. That's about all
there is, I reckon."
"It don't seem to worry you much, anyway,
Kit," the man who had walked over to him said,
after a short silence.
11 Why should it worry me, Tom? A man who
worries will never get far in this world. That's
something I refused to do from the very start.
I made up my mind to be a thief when I was a
boy of twelve, and I have faithfully stuck to it
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ever since. I am happy to say that though I
have taken many thousands of dollars and valuables worth a great amount since that time, i
have never yet even been suspected of being a
thief. Of course, I could make a living on the
claim I have stalked out at Shake Up Camp. But
what's the use? An honest living never appealed
to me, and it never will. I prefer the excitement
of being a roaq agent or a common thief, if you
want to. put it that way."
"You have told us that afore, Kit," Tom answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But the
thine: that I'm thiJ1kin' about jest now is that
we oughter git ready, 'cause if this boy you call
Young Wild West has made his brag that he is
iroin' to ketch us all he might git here afore
we knowed it."
"I hardlv think he'll come around here tonight. I watched pretty closely when I left Shake
Up. Young Wild West was in the•saloon at the
time, and I am Quite certain that he made no
attempt to follow me. But I suppose I'd better
tell you the full situation. Younir Wild West
and every one in the camp knows just where our
cave is, and that there's more than one way to
get to it."
As the leader of the band said this the men
started violently, and all came runninir up to

him.

He- told them how Jelly had been captured by
Young Wild West and his partners, and the subsequent happening-s, givinir everything- in detail,
even to the fact that he was thoroughly satisfied that he was under suspicion himself.
"Well," Tom said, when the story had been
related, "I'm goin' · out to look an' watch. Most
likely they would come that way if they come
at all to-night."
"I'll take a walk with you," Kit retorted, as
he threw down the stump of a cigarette and proceeded to roll another. "But just keep cool. We
have nothinir to worry about. Even if the whole
crowd should come that way or the other way
they couldn't g-et to us, unless we were all fast
asleep. You know as well as I do that they
could be shot down as fast as they ,showed uo.
But I'll go out with you and we'll see .iust how
thing-s look. There's the tree that forms the
bridge across the chasm. I rather think they
couldn't g-et across ~that very fast."
"No, they couldn't, not if we was watchin'. But
s'pose no one was there to see 'em. Then they
could git across an' sneak in here an' surprise
us. S'pose they've gone an' done it riirht now."
"No supposing at all, Tom. You are worked up
altogether too much. Why, if such a thing should
happen that they did come here at this moment,
you would shoot so wild that you wouldn't hit
one of them."
"Don't you believe that, Kit. When I'm facin' real danirer I generally am steady as a rock.
But come on. I'm anxious to git out there."
The leader of the band lighted the fresh cigarette he had rolled · and followed the man who
w.as so eager to leave that part of the cave.
Out through a passage which was much wider
than the one he had entered Jetter made his
way. Tom passed close to the end of the passage
and waited for his companion to join him.
A few feet ahead the faint light given out by
the stars showed quite olainly.
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"Afraid to go any further, Tom?" the leader
"Yes, go ahead. It's tierfectly safe· to do it
asked, in a whisper, at the same time 1?ivin1? ]).OW."
The candle was soon Iil?hted, and then the two
vent to a laugh.
looked at a wire which stretched from the door
!'Oh, no," was the reply. "Come on."
Then the two stepped to the end of the pas- on through the stable, as it might be called, to
sage and found themselves upon the brink of a . the outside. Here it went down a . crevice and
chasm. It was not more than fifteen feet across, then continued on directly beneath the log that
and perpendicular walls of rock reared them- lay across the dangerous place. It could not
selves upon both sides, though _there was ample be observed, however, but once they i?ot across
room for a person to step along at the foot of to the other s4ie thev picked it- up and folthe rocky walls. Almost directly in front of the lowed it on until they got back to the cave where
mouth of the passage the trunk of a big tree lay, the rest of the ganl? were waiting.
"How did you :f;ind everything?" one of the
one end restine.- on one side and the other end
upon the other. It was certainly a risky sort of villains asked.
Before either Kit or Tom could make a reply
bridl?e, but it · must• be crossed in order to e:et
to the headquarters of the Cave Gang if any one a crashini!.' sound came from above their heads,
came that way. Probably the chasm might have and then to the amazement of all the figure of
· been a hundred or more feet in depth. But re- a man tumbled right into their midst. It was
j!,"ardless of this fact, Jetter stepped out upon Hop Wah, Younl? Wild West's clever Chinee.
the tree and boldly walked across, puffing calmly
at his cigarette meanwhile.
"Come on, Tom," he called out without turning his• head. "We'll see how the horses on this CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Meets With A Startlin~
Adventure.
side are making out."
"All right, Kit," was the reply, and then Tom
Hop Wah barely had time to get to the can'JI;>
stepped upon the risky bridge and cautiously
of our friends and saddle his horse when Bill
followed his leader.
· Once upon the other side, he breathed a sigh Jetter, ~lias Kit Holton, left the mining- camp
of relief and looked down into the black depths ~ saloon. Just as Hop started to ride toward it
he heard the horseman riding alone.- at an easy
of the chasm.
"I wouldn't want to tumble down there, Kit," gait. He brought his own horse to an instant
he declared. "It makes me feel sickly-like every halt, and then peering through the darkness was
able to see the form of a horse and rider.
time I cross on this here lol!,"."
Knowing full well that it must be the man
"Foolish man " was the laughinl? retort. "Come
Young W_ild West wanted him to follow, the
·
.
'
on."
An opening in the rocks was right at hand. c~ever C~mee brought hi~ horse to a halt, ~nd,
and going into this the two quickly came to a 11s~ountmg, stole stealthily along. He was Just
good-sized chamber that had been formed by the m time to see Jetter enter the mouth of the
.
. ht,, H
ca;;Le.
hand of nature.
op muttered, under. hlS
at ?,-11ee 1rg •
In this were several horses, all tied in .a regular
line and feeding upolj hay. This was only one breath · Me findee o1;1tee ,;velly mucheeE;to-nw:ht.
.
of the stables the Cave Gang had at their dis- Me velly smartee .Chmee.
He crept up ~uickly and heard the_ voices as
posal. There was .another upon the place, but.
it was on the other side of the chasm' adjoin- Jetter was talkinµ- to the man who opened the
ing' the underground place in which they made secret _door for him. When the door clo~ed Hop
their li'eadduarters. This had all been planned by knew 1t. perfectly well, fo_r the so~nd it made
_
Jetter, who w.as very clever, though a pronounced -was plam enough to let him know it.
In the darkness he looked about as well as
·n • 0 f the deepest type
he could, and then knowing that he•could not
• ,
VI am .
Passmg the horses they eoon came t_o !I- door miss the spot, he slipped back and made his
that was formed of. a slab of stone similar to way to his waitinl? horse. Leading- the animal
the one at. the. other entr~ce. It "?as closed, to within a hundred feet of the cave, he tied
and after hghtmg a watch and makmg an ex- him in a niche so he would be sure to find him
amination of ~t, Jetter declared t~at it had ~ot if he happened° to eome out in a hurry.
Then he slipped back to the cave ae.-ain, and
been open_ed smce they ha1 come m after bemg
was soon feeling of the rocky door. In the darkdriven back by Young Wild West.
"Well, Tom," the villain said, as' he l~t the ness Hop could not have told that it really was a
match fall to the gr~und, , leavinl? th~m. 1!1 al- door. After a short time he had located the spot
most total darkness, I thmk everythihl? lS all well in his mind, and by using his finger n¥Is
right, so. we'll go back. You . know as well as I he soon discovered the cracks at rither side.
But try as he miJl."ht, he could not open it.
do that if any 0:!Je ope!1s ~his door the bell at
He could not he'ar a. sound that would indithe end of the wire which 1s attached to it will
cate there was any · one beyond the door, but
.
ting inside the_ cave.;•
"Sometimes it don t, though, Kit. It ,nts out he knew for a certainty that there were at least
two men there, for he had heard them talking. Afof order once in a while."
"Well, as we l?O back we'll see to it that it's ter waitinl? a few minutes he struck a match and a
piece of tallow candle. which could always be
in perfect order. How will that suit you 'l"
found upon his person was lighted. Then Hop
"That's just what I'd like."
took a look about the outer cave. There was
"All right, then."
"Here's a piece of candle, Shall I light it?" nothinl? there that appeared at all like any sort
of a habitation or hiding place, so the Chinaman
Tom asked.
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Imew that the Cave Gani? only used it as a sort
of vestibule, so to speak. But by looking around
he at len£th saw an opening about six feet
from the door and probably that same distance
above the ,xround. This seemed to be a sort of
passage that ran alonl!' slanting upward. It occurred to the Chinaman rig-ht away that if he
~ould get up there and crawl throul!'h he might
find a means of gettinl? into the part of the under£round place where the villains were located.
But there was nothing there for him to st8lld
upon, and thoul!'h he could easily get hold of
the rocky edge of the opening ' it would be a difficult task to pull himself up. But there are more
ways than one of killing- a cat, as the saying
goes, and what Hop could not think of was
hardlv: worth while.
"Me fixee,'! he muttered under his breath, and
then out of the cave he went.
He looked about for something that could aid
him in getting- up to the openinj:l', but nothing
attracted his attention until he saw the outlines of the wrecked wagon a short distance
away. Then Hop Wah gave a nod of supreme
satisfaction and softly made his way to it. He
was not long- in loosenin.1t the pole that was attached to the wagon, and then ·with it upon his
shoulder he stepped softly back to the cave.
Raising the heavier end to the ·op~ning he pushed
the pole in as far as he could, leaving about four
f eet of it protruding. Hop pushed upon this and
found that the other end caught somewhere
above, thus making- it safe for him to swing himself upward. Bein_g- agile and muscular the clever
Chinee made a Quick spring-, and almost in a
secQl;ld he was upon the pole. W orkin_g- his way
alonl? he came to the edge of the opening- and
then the task was accomplished. He had extinguished the candle before making- this attempt,
but he deemed it worth while to lig-ht it ag-ain,
for he was now in such narrow Quarters that
there was no telling- just when he mig-ht tumble
into some pitfall.
When he had the light he looked ahead and
found that the passage was amply large for him
to crawl through. It went almost straight ahead
with an incline of probably one foot in twenty.
Dirt and dust were plentiful, but this was nothinir to the clever Chinee. He had buttoned his
coat tightly about him and with his hat -pushed
well upon ·his head he was ready for anything.
He had been sent by Young- Wild West to follow
Jetter, and be had done so. Now the thing- for
him to do was to spy upon the Cave Gang and
make his report: He crept on for more than
twenty feet and then found a rather sharp tum
to the left, while above he could see the stats
shininJ?.
As he crept a little further alon_g- he came to
the conclusion that he stood a small chance of
doinir it for 'the surface of the ground was not
more th~n three or four feet above him. But hewas one of the patient sort and after g-oing at
least fifty feet further, vausinj:l' many times and
looking about for some means of getting- below
he came back to the spot which was close to
the surface above, and then leaning upon the
jagged rocks looked at the starry sky. Hop fell
to meditating. He knew he had g-ained enough
Jnformation to satisfy Young- Wild West. Yet
he did not feel like ,roin.11: back yet. After re-

maining perfectly still for fully five minutes lie
lighted a ci£ar and then climbed upon the rocky
surface above. Here he sat down to reflect again
and not until he had smoked the cigar half u~
did he make another move. Probably he could
not have done so just then if he had not heard
the u,nmistakable sounds of low voices close at
hand.
T\he Chinaman was all attention now.
He
listened and l?Ot the ri1?ht location and then extinguishing his cigar, he crept over the rocks an\i
soon found himself looking into the black chu'nl,.
While he was peering over he saw two men 1>au.s&
beneath him. It was just light enou«h for him
to make out that there was a tree lying- there
thou11:h he had no idea what waii beneath it. Or1
course, the Chinaman was watching Jetter and
Tom as they crossed the chasm to make an examination of the other entrance to the undernound hidin11: place. Hop saw them disappear,
but he remained . verfectly silent and waited,
for something told him that they would soon
come back.
·
He was duly rewarded, as the reader knows.,
and when they had 'passed out of his range QJ
vision he turned and hurried back to the hola
he had emerged from. In his eagerness to «e,
out into the pass and ride back 10 let Younlt
Wild West know what he had discovered. he
dropped heavily u1>on his feet when he came
down. Then something happened that compl~tely
t9ok his breath away for the time being. . What
had 1;,eemed t.o be solid rock «ave way beneath
his feet and he went crashin.1? down straight into
the midst of the Cave Gan_g-. If the Chinaman'
was surprised, the members of the Cave Gang
were more so. To have the rocky ceiling give
way and a man come crashllUl' down rig-ht into
their midst was so unexpected that for two or
three seconds theY. were paralyzed into silence,
t.houirh they had mvoluntarily sprung- back. no
doubt fearing- that somethin_g- further would happen. Hop was always Quick to think and act.
He saw the men as he was falling down and realized instantly his peril. Fortunately he struck
upon his feet, though he fell to the ground
almost instantly. But no ,bones had been broken
and though the shock was a severe one the clever
Chinee rolled over and got upon his hands and
knees almost instantly.
"Whattee mattee?" he cried in a frightened
way.
•
"It's Youn_g- Wild West's Chinammi," shouted '
Jetter, who was the first to recover from his
amazement. "Seize him, boys, he's a dangerous
character."
Hop's brain Wl!S workinir like lightninig now.
He had recognized Bill Jetter and he knew that
he · wo"uld stand little chance with him. This
meant that he would have to bring all his wit
and cleverness into play without delay. It was
but the work of a moment to strike a match,
and while he was doinir it his other hand slipped
into one of his pockets and drew forth an oblon_gobject which was nothing- more than a homemade cracker. As Hop applied the flame to the
fuse of the cracker two of the men sprang- uvon
him. He barely had time to lmrl the explosive
toward the center of the cave wnen he was seized
and thrown heavily to the ,rround.
Ban11:I
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A tremendous report ranJ? out, the echoes rerverberatinJ? throuJ?h the cavernous place. In~tantly Hop's assailants let J?o their hold up@
·him, J?ivinJ? vent to cries of fear. A dense smoke
and a cloud of dust filled the cave instantly,
and finding himself free the Chinaman beJ?an
creeping out of the underJ?round place.
-The
:first thinJ? · he knew he- came in contact with the
solid wall of rock. Acting on an impulse he
turned to the left, risinJ? to his feet at the same
time. Then he felt his way .along while the
shouts and curses of the outlaw:, ranJ? in his ears
as they ran blindly about tryinJ? to escape from
the smoke and dust.
Luck was with the clever Chinee, for he had
not gone more than a dozen feet when he came
to an opening. It happened to be the passaJ?e
that led to the cave that .opened into the pass
outside. The Chinaman ran alonJ? throuJ?h the
darkness, stumbling and feelinJ? his way. But
suddenly he came aJ?ainst the clab of stone that
formed the door. He felt on l:ioth sides of him,
and then tried to force the door open. But it
:would not budge. BecominJ? desperate the Chinaman turned and strove to pierce the J?loom behind him, listeninJ? as he did so. He was not
;pursued, that was one thinJ? sure; so striking
a match he 4_urriedly made a search to find some
means of J?etting- out. A wooden bar showed
itself and as qu'ick as a flash the Chinaman took
it up and then the heavy door started to s.winJ?
~lowly .around. Hop irave it a push and the next
instant darted out into the cave, from which he
.ran until he was outside with the stars over
.-Ji.is head.
"Lat pletty J?Oodee;" he muttered. "Me J?ittee
in one way and comee outee um other way. Now
}en, me· havee lun likee evelything-."
He knew exactly where he was, for there was
the wrecked waJ?on riJ?ht before him. Without
losinJ? a second he turned and ran to the place
· where he had left his horse. The animal was
there, for he had been tied securely. Hop cut
the rope he bad tied him with and vaulted into
the saddle with remarkable aJ?ility. Then he rode
off at a · J?allop, the steel-shod hoofs makinJ? a
clatter that echoed through the pass. Not once
did Hop 'Stop in his headl<;mJ? dash. But he kept
looking over his shoulder occasionally. There
were no signs Q.f pursuit, however, so when he
had covered a mile he felt that he was perfectly
safe.
"Hip hi, -hoolay!" he shouted, wavinJ? his. hand
over his head. "Me allee samee velly smartee
-Chinee. Me tellee Young- Wild West whattee me
do, and he be velly muchee glad."
A few minutes later the clever Chinee came
gallopinJ? into the camp of our friends.

CHAPTER

JX.-Arietta Insists
Into Danger.

On

Running

Young Wild West a.nd his friends were not at
all surprised when the Chinaman arrived at the
camp in such a hurried fashion. The young
deadshot ran to meet him before he had time
to dismount.
"Well, Hop, I reckon something · must have
happened to Y?U· Where is your hat?"

"Me allee samee losee um hat, Misler Wild.
Me havee velly bigee timee, so be." ,
"You did, eh? I suppose you J?Ot insi.de the
cave of the J?ang."
· "Lat light, Misler Wild. Me gittee !ere velly
muehee quickee; so be. Me fallee down light
where um bad Melican men be. Ley pletty near
ketchee me. Um bigee firecracker savee me." •
'"You're the luckiest heathen that ever lived,"
declared Cheyenne Charlie. "Tumbled right down·
into the midst of the g-ang-, did yer, an' yet got
away?"
.
"L-at light, Misler Charlie. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
"I know yer are. But there ain't no use in
tellin' it every now an' then. Jest git your wits
together an' tell us what happened."
"Me do lat lig-ht away, Misler Charlie," and
then Hop in a tantalizing way proceeded to unsaddle his horse keeping his mouth closed.
Wild waited until he thought it about for him
to speak, and then taking him by the arm said:
"Wini?," will take care of your horse. You come
and sit down here and tell us your story. I know
you have something of impertance to relate."
"Allee lig-ht, Misler Wild," and turning his
broncho over to his brother, the clever Chinee
followed the young- deadshot and sat down upon
a rock in the lig-ht of a lanthern which was suspended from a stout bush that J?rew out from the
side of the bank.
Then in his own fashion he related everything
just as it had occurred, not om:tting a sinJ?le
detail. It was. a surprising story but Y ounJ? Wild
West and his friends were not in the habit of .
being surprised· at anything the Chinaman told
them. None of them had the least doubt that he
was telling the whole truth in the- matter.
".So in order to J?et to the neadquarters of
the Cave Gang by the other way a log must be
crossed, eh?" Wild said in his cool and easy way.
"That means· that there must be a gap there
and it forms a bridge."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me no ~ee velly welt
Too muchee dark, so be."
"Do vou know how to J?et into this p\ace?"
"Me climbee uppee and ~o thloug-h, s be."
"Yes, but that isn't the way Jetter and the
rest of the gang J?O."
"No, Misler Wild. Ley J?O other way. Maybe
Jelly tellee you allee 'boutee."
"That's so. I never thought of that," and• the
young- deadshot promptly turned to the prisoner.
who was sitting disconsolately on a blanket close
to the larger of the two tents. I
The man's hands were tied behind him, but
otherwise he was free. If he had chosen to he
mig-ht have g-ot upon his feet and made a dash
for liberty. But such was not Jelly's desire just
then. He knew he was far more safe at Young
Wild West's camp than he would be if the enrag-ed miners got a hold of him.
"What do you want me to tell yer, Y ounl?' Wild
West?" he answered lookiJlR' at the boy hopefully.
"I want you to tell us just how we can g:et
into the hiding- place of the Cave Gani?' by the
way you spoke of after we caug-ht you toniJ?ht.•
"I'll tell you all .about it. I told you the truth
in the first place. Then when Kit l?'Ot at me in.
the bar-room, I lied. I was sorry for doin' that.
'cause it only made thinirs worse.. But you see.
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I didn't want to rive Kit away, He's been a putty another hat and had arranged his clothing a
good leader an' every man of us has been sworn little, led his horse forward and as he was mountin not to tell anything even if we die for it. But ing he called out:
I don•t lmow as it makes any difference now.
"Me r;co too, Misfer Wild. You no say something
You know that Kit Holton an' :Bill Jetter is but lat allee lir;cht."
"I suppose it's all right, Hop. You are entitled
one an' the same, so I'll tell you all abo~t it."
Then the villain proceeded to state that the to l?O, for you know just exactly how to e:et into
second entrance to the bil? cave was less than the cave of the villains."
·
two hundred feet from the other, and that they
Anna and Eloise were quite content to remain
simply had to ride sine:le file throul?h a passage with Winr;c, for they felt that there would be
until they came to the cave where the horses no danger by so doing. Assurinl? them that they
were stabled. Then in order to get to the real would not be gone any longer than was necesheadquarters of the band the chasm had to be sary, Wild and his companions rode off and soon
crossed by means of an improvised bridge which were l?allot>inJ? throul?h the pass. The distance
was nothing more or less than a hu_g-e tree that not being far, they were not long in reaching
had been dragged there and thrown across.
the spot where Hop had halted and left his
"It's a mii?hty fine place tli y'v
ot, 'cause horse. All hands dismounted and then the young
Kit is what they call a scientific man. He's deadshot turned to his companions and said:
fixed up thine:s there in great "Bhape. He's even
"Now then, the first thine: to do is to find the
i;!.'ot a wire runnin' to a bell, so if any one goes other way to e:et into the bir;c cave. We found the
this way I'm tellin' you about an' manages to rei?ular entrance and Hop knows how to ,zet to
git the stone door open, the bell will rinr:c an' the hole through which he fell. Let's look around
let them what's inside know it."
a bit. I think it won't take us very long to find
"That's all right, Jelly," the youna- deadsho- the way, because Jelly certainly told the truth."
answered, with an approvinl? nod. "We don't
After tying the horses all hands porceeded to
care whether they know it or not. I rather think look up and down the cliff. It was too dark for
that bell is goinl? to help us out."
them to see anything distinctly, but before ten
"Help you out, eh 'l How is that, Youn,z Wild minutes had elapsed they discovered an openinl?,
West?" and the prisoner looked at him in sur- which they lmew must be the right one. After
prise.
thinkinl? a moment, Wild turned to the scout and
"Never mind. I keep that part of it to my- satd:
.
.
.
NfW, Charhe, you ,l?O with Hop this way,
self. I reckon we may as well strike while the
iron is hot. We'll l?O and get the rest of the ~nd if YOU come to this door, _just try to force
p:ang ril? t now No one in the camp lmows that it open. I want the bell to rina-, because that
Hop has been · out there, and we'll treat the will attract the attention of thE? villains, a~d
miners to a bil!.' surprise before daylia-ht, or a I'll ha':e a cI:ance to. do something else. Jim
little after, I'm sure."
and Arietta will go wit~ me to the shallow cave
"Wild," spoke up the younl!.' deadshot's sweet- ne~r _the broken wagon: ,,
heart as she came over and laid a hand upon his
Right yer are, Wild, the scout retorted.
a.»m, '«r am e:oing with you. I want to take part "Come on, Hop .. I ,,reckon me an' you kin 'tend·
in roundinl? up the Cave Gang "
to our part of it.
"I hardly think we'll need ~our services, Et,"
:•You bettee, Misler Charlie," was the heath• was the reply with a shake of the head.
ens .retort, and then he _gleefully entered the
"Oh, do let me go, won't you, Wild? You know openme:, the scout followmg.
very well that I always manage to . lend a helPWild, Jim and Arietta 11roceeded cautiously
in the direction of the cave. Reachinl? it they
ine:· hand whenever it is needed."
"I lmow that, little girl, but this work is iroing paused ~nd waite<:1 ..for a couple of 1?1i~utes and
to be done in the darlmess and you had better not hearing anvthme: ventured to go mside. They
stay here.''
•
felt around and soon fou_nd ~he door which Hop
"But I insist on e:oinl?, Wild. Something tells had forced open after h~:htmg- a match so he
me that I will be able to help you a whote lot."
C!)Uld see what he was doing. It . was closed
There is no use in trying- to resist the appeal tightly now, and appeared t? be as solid as
of a girl. Wild, who might have been obdurate th;, !Ocky walli of th_e ~,ave itself.
if Charlie or Jim were appealing to him, prompt_Light a match, J11p, the younl? deadshot
Jy _g-ave in.
whispered. "We'll see if the wai?on tongue is up
· "All right, Et," he said, smilingly. "You are there."
bound to have your own way. You sball go."
Dart was not long in obeying, and then as
"When are you going?" Arietta asked de- they looked up they saw that it was. Evidently
lightedly.
·
the Cave Gang had not noticed it, or if they
"Right away. There is no use in wasting one had they Hid not see fit to disturb it just then.
bit of time.''
After waiting for a couple of minutes. during
"Wine:, get my horse."
which time they listened attentively, the three
As the girl said this the cook e:ave a nod, and, agreed that it was safe to £0 ahead. Whether
leaping to his feet, ran to do her bidding.
the scout and the Chinaman had caused the bell
Both Anna and Eloise protested against Ari- to rine: yet they did not know, but they thought
etta leaving- the camp. But she merely laughed they must have reached the spot by this time.
at them and declared that she was not afraid Wild seized the wagon tongue and Quickly swung
of all the villains in the world. In a very few himself upward and then crawled into the openminutes the horses had been saddled and then ine:. He had barely done this when Arietta heard
Wild and his partners and Arietta mounted and a noise behind her. As she turned _a pair of
were ready to leave. Hop Wah, who had found hands seized her, and before she lmew it she
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was drai:i:ged off in the. darkness. At the same instant a man grappled with Jim Dart. Taken by
surprise the boy was at a disadvantage. But he
dropped to the ground of · his own accord and
fortunately was able to hurl his assailant ~rom
him. The shot was fired and the tflash permitted
Jim· to see a mari in a crouching attitude. His
hand was upon his revolver at the time, so he
quickly. pulled it and fired point-blank at t~e
villain. A shriek of agony sounded and then Jim
knew that the bullet had found its billet. Meanwhile Young Wild West was doing- his best to
turn in the narr<;>w quarters he had entered. He
<lid not say a word, however, until he had finally
crawled back upon the wagon tongue.
"What's the matter, Jim?" he asked in a very
low tone of voice.
"They've g-Qt Arietfa," Dart answered, from
his crouching position on the floor.
"What?"
"It's a sure thing, Wild. They have taken her
into the cave. I shot one of them."
At that moment the faint tinkle of a bell came
to their ears. This gave the young deadshot a
sudden idea. While he was appalled to find out
that his sweetheart had been seized by the villains, he never once lost his nerve, and he was
now as cool as an iceberi:i:. The only way to do
would be to g-o ril?'ht on through the hole and
try to save Arietta by droppini into the cave
+.hrough the opening Hop had caused when he
dropped from the ground above.
"Keep a watch here, Jim," he whispered. "Arietta must be saved and we must catch the villains at the same time. You find that door and
stay right here."
"All rig-ht," was the reply. "Be very careful."
The two spoke in such low tones that their
voices could not have been heard very far if
any one had been listening. Wild then proceeded
to crawl on throui:i:h and it was but a few seconds before he could see the light that came
from the stars. Hop had told him just about
how far it was from the outside cave to the
spot where he had fallen through and the boy felt
that he mu$t be within a few feet of it. Feeling
his way he went on a little further and then a
thrill shot through him as he heard the voice
of his sweetheart below. The girl was talking
defiantly to some one, and a low voice was replying, though the boy could not underst:ind
the words. He moved a little further· on and .1ust
a s his hand came 'in contact with the jagg-ed edge
of the break Hop had caused, the earth and rock
beneath g-ave way and down he went, in almost
the same manner as the Chinaman had done half
an hour before.
CHAPTER

X.-Arietta's Desperat e Shot.

Youn,s;,· Wild West was not. prepared for the
sudden drop, even though he must have known
the possibility· of such a thing happening. As
it was, he landed upon all fours, though the
force of the shock caused him to pitch 'forward,
and his head struck the__rocky floor of the cave
with force enoug-h to daze him for the moment.
"Wild, Wild!" screamed a voice close to him.
Then the boy quickly scr.ambled to his feet and
found his sweetheart clutchinS? hinl by the arm.

Right behind her was a man wearing a mask
almost in the act of seizing her. The blood was
flowing freely from a cut the young deadshot
had received in the fall, but heedless of this he
thrust his ·sweetheart gently aside and then
quick as a flash shot out his right fist apd sent
the villain to the ground. He shot a swift glance
about the cave and' seeing no one else there he
could not suppress an exultant cry. But even
though he had knocked one of the Cave Gang
down, he had not hurt him much. The villain
started to get upon his feet again, at the same
time pulling a revolver.
Crack!
He fired ouicJdy, but luckily for our hero the
bullet went wide of the mark. As he was about
to take another shot, no doubt ,this time with
more accuracy, Wild pullea his gun and fired
from the hip. It had to be done. There was no
_o ther way out of it, and the outlaw uttered a
gasp and fell back upon the ground~ Arietta
Quickly picked up the revolver that slipped from
the man's hand as he went down.
"I was
"This way, Wild!" she exclaimed.
watchful? when they all went .out but this man,
who was left to guard me. There are nooks and
crevices, and I am sure we can hide ourselves
in case they . come runninl? here. But they are
terrified, Wild. Even their leader seemed to have
lost his head, for after he. got me in here and a
bell rang somewhere in the ave, he seemed to
forget all about me, and lightini? a torch he
hurriedly ran out. All but the man lying here
went with him, but he seemed .possessed to keep
me· here."
"Come on, Et," the boy said, coolly. "Never
mind telling- me any more just now. We haven't
·
the time"
Arietta led the way to the passage tbat would
take them on through the chasm. Of course, she
had no idea exactly where she was going-, but
she knew that the villains had gone that way, •
and that it must surely be the way to get out
into the pass. They were nearly through the
passage and could see the faint light that came
from the stars a short distance ahead when suddenly they heard whispered v-0ices. The young
deadshot quickly followed his sweetheart into
a niche that happened to be close at hand. The
two crouched and waited for the chance they
hoped soon to get. Wild felt the blood running
down his face, and when he put up his hand and
found that the wound was bleeding profusely l1e
drew a handk,erchief from his pocket and tied
' it tightly about his head. Neither said a word.
not thinking it safe to even whisper just then.
When they. had been there probably two minutes
footsteps were hear<l and then three or four
men passed them, almost close enough to see
them. But it was evident that they had no suspicion that any one was hiding- there.
They seemed to be very cautious as they went
along-, two of them carrying torches. The faces
of all were masked. and thousrh he had· a good
,:1:limpse of them, Wild could not recognize Jetter·
as being one of them. When they had irone on
a few yards the boy decided that it would be
safe to take the risk, so pulling his sweetheart's
arm he crept from the niche. Arietta was ready
to do anything he said or sug~ested, · so both
were soon walking- stealthily through the pa;i-
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saii;e. They reached the end of it in a few seconds. It was dark there, but not so much that
both could not see the log that la,Y across the
chasm.
"This is one way to get out, all right, Et,"
the young deadshot whispered.
"Hop told us
about this and so did the prisOfler at our cam_J?."
"Yes, Wild," she answered. "But I don't thmk
they came this way; I surely thought they must
have irone outside into the pass."
"Well it makes no 8ifference. I suppose we
have got to cross on that loir. Do you think vou
can do it all right?"
"Oh, yes, Wild. The idea of askin_g me such
a question."
"All right. I'll go · first and see if it's safe. A
trap may have been set, you know."
Wild 1.-new that there was n.o time to waste,
so leaving his sweetheart at the end of the loir,
he got upon his hands and knees a1;d crept out
upon it testing its strength as he did so.
Half 'way across he swunir his weight hard
upon it and found it to be firm. Then he started
to go back to assist the girl in gettinir to _the
other side. But at that very moment a rider
suddenly appeared and a hoarse voice shouted:
"Here she is, Kit! Hurry up."
Young Wild West turned so quickly that be
lost his balance and his body slipped from ~he
lo_g. But he was quick enou_gh to catch on with
his hands and there he hung. Out of the pass~ge
came four of the outlaws, two of them c~rrymg
torches. One of them was Jetter, and seemg the
girl standinir there as if temporarily paralyzed,
he shouted:
"Come here, girl! Don't attempt to cross upon
that lo_g."
Then as they got closer to the chasm they all
saw the boy who was endeavoring to get back
upon the lo_g so he might escape.
"It's Young Wild West!" the leader of the
band cried . "Shoot him, boys!"
Arietta was desparate now. She darted from
the villains and thew herself upon the loir that
spanned the chasm. Before they could overtake
her she had crept out and seized Wild by the
arm.
"Saved!" iras ped the boy.
Wild really felt that he was saved, for his
hands were slipping, as- the log was very smooth,
when Arietta caught him by the arm. The upward pull she gave him caused him to get sufficiently high to swin_g a leg over the log. Arietta
was shielding- him now, and unless the wanted to
kill her, too, they dared not shoot. This she
knew. She glanced over her shoulder and saw one
of them aiming a revolver, waitin_g for the chance
to fire a shot. Th e brav:e girl knew that t he real
crisis w as at h and, and, holdin_g fast to the loir,
she half turned, at the same time pulling the revolver she had taken from the cave from the
holster at her side. Her arm swung a1·ound and
then he1· fingers pressed the trigger-.
Crack!
The repor,t rang out sharp and distinct. It was
a desperate shot and ft ·did not miss. Down went
the foremost of the Cave Gang, pitching headlong into the chasm. This seemed to appall the
others, for they started back, one of them actu-
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ally dropping his torch he had been holding.
Meanwhile Wild was moving toward the other
end of the log.
·
"Come on, Et," he whispered. "Everythin_g will
be all right in about two seconds."
Just then hurried footsteps came from the
direction the boy was crawlinl!:.
·"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie's old familiar cry,
and it sent a thrill of hope through the imperiled
two upon the log.
_
"Hurry up~ Charlie," the youn_g
dshot called
out. .
But it was not necessary to tell the scout
anything- like that, though, of course, it was a
good idea to let him know that his assistance
was needed. Out of the underground place when~
the horses were stabled Cheyenne Charlie spran.2·.
He took in the situation at a glance-. There were
about half a dozen men at the other side of the
chasm, and they were making ready to open
fire upon the boy and girl.
Crack, crack, crack:
Three times the scout pulled the trigger and
the distance bein_g short each time a bullet found
a mark. The second man to iro down fell inb
the chasm as the one Arietta shot had done.
This seemed to have more effect upon the others than anything else, and shouting- and cursing
in fear· and rage they ran back into the passage.
Wild had reached the other side ' now, and Arietta, who was right behind him, was quickly assisted from · the log.
"Evelything- allee light, Misler Wild?" a voice
called from the darkness.
"I reckon it is, Hop, thoug-h ~e have had quite
a time of it. A little worse than the one you
had when you were here befori, I reckoR."
The Chinaman was rig-ht before him now, and
he showed no little excitement.
"Just tell me what to do, will you, Wild?" the
scout asked ea1?erly.
"You show us the way to g-et out of here in
a hurry. We'll leave Hop here to watch. He
certainly can keep them from crossing the log."
"Me fixee lat; Misler Wild, velly muchee
quickee," the clever Chinee answered, and then he
began pushing upon the end of the tree trunk.
But it was a little too much for him to do
it alone, and realizing- that it was a good scheme,
Wild quickly lent his assistance. The result was
that the log went crashing- into the chasm effectually cuttin_g off any pursuit from the other
side.
• "Now len, evelybody go outtee, so be!" the
Chinaman exclaimed, gleefully. "Where Misler .
Jim?" he a sked, suddenly.
"He's watching- at the other entrance. Come
on. No more question s now, Hop."
The Chinaman quickly lighted the candle he
had with him, and continued along- through t he
cave, where some of the horses belonging to th ~
outlaws were stabled. Charlie quickly explame,l
that even thoug-h they had not been long in
finding- the secret door, it had ~aken some time
to open it, and hence t he delay.
"But it's all right now, Wild, I mean if Jim
is safe," ·he declared. "We'll come in from the
other side an' run the sneakin' coyotes out the
way you came. When we .a-it 'em at the edge of 1
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the chasm an' they see the tree ain't there no
"Hands up I" the young deadshot exclaimed.
more, they'll be ready to surrender, I reckon."
Cries came from the lips of the outlaws, and
Charlie g-ave a low chuckle as he said this, Jetter turned as if to flee. But Wild leaped forand then showed them the door, which was wide ward and caught him by the throat, at the same
open. Out they went, and under the lead of Hop time vressing the muzzle of his revolver against
were not long in making their way around to the his breast.
"I've got you again in the same fashion I had
pass. Then with a feeling of anxiety concerning
Jim, they hurried to the shallow cave. Wild, his you early in the evening, Mr. Jetter," the boy
head still bandaged, led the way, and at the said, in his cool and easy way. "Now then. I
mouth of the opening he l)aused and called outi reckon you know that I'm just as willing to
shoot you as I was the other time. What is it
"Hello, Ji~•
"Here I aIIP\Vild," was the rel)ly. "I hardly ex- going to be live or die 'l"
"I ,tive in," came the hoarse reply.
"Don't
pected to see you alive again, for I could tell that
there was somethin11: g-oing on inside. Who did shoot, Young Wild West."
Hearing their leader surrender, the others cried
the shooting-?"
"I fired one shot, and Arietta fired another. for quarter.
"Me helpee," came a voice from above, and
Both were mighty quick shots, and I reckon Arietta's was what might be called a desperate one. then there was a rattling of dirt and loosened
stones and down dropped Hop.
It surely saved my life, I know."
"Just in time, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie
Hop once more li.e:hted the candle and came said, with a nod. "There must b0-some rope in
into the cave, followed by Charlie and Airetta. here. Git it, while Jim is takin' the hardware
"Can't you g-et the stone door open, Jim?" from these galoots."
Wild asked, as he walked over to it.
"Me findee, Misler Charlie," came the cheerful
"No," was the reply. "It seems to be fastened reply, and in less than two minutes he came
on the inside."
back with a coil of rope.
This was quickly utilized for the purpose of
"Me fi.xee lat," Hop spoke up, and drawing- his
hunting knife he slipped it through a crack and binding the prisoners al}d then Young Wild West
gave the word to march them out into the pass.
slid it downward.
,,,
The result was quite satisfactory, for the blade Once there he told his two partners to go with
came in contact with the bar on the other side the Chinaman and get all the horses from the
and caused it to drop. Then the door went open cave. They had to go two ways to do ·this, and
easily enough. They were all cautious about en- it took some little time. But when the horses
tering- and l)ushing- Arietta aside, Young- Wild were all outside some of them were used to tie
West stood there, his revolver ready to fire a the prisoners upon, Wild thought he might as
well make a clean job of it, so the bodies of
ehot.
those who had been shot, save the two who had
"Waitee minute, Misler Wild. You no l?O in tumbled into the chasm, were tied upon horses,
now. Me fi.xee."
too, and then they all set out for Shake Up
The Chinaman ran to the protruding- wagon Camp,
tong-ue and seizing it easily swung himself upWhen they arrived there it did not take lon.ll
ward. Then he quickly disappeared in the pas- to rouse the place. It is not necessary to 11:0 into
sage above. He had not been gone more than details about how the miners acted when they
two or three minutes when a loud report sounded. found that the Cave Gang had been cleaned u1>
Thinking it the proper time to enter, Young Wild by Young Wild West and his friends. Suffice it
West bade Arietta to remain where she was and to say that the prisoners were well taken care
told his two partners to follow him. In the three of, and that the next day they were started' for
rushed, reg-ardless of the fact that they might the nearest town, where they might be tried
come directly upon the villains. But nothing of and receive the reward that was due them for
the sort happened, and they reached the cave, their villainy. YounJ? Wild West and his friends
which was filled with smoke for the second time remained at Shake Up Camp until noon the day
that ni.e:ht, in a hurry. They could hear the after their arrival, and then satisfied with what
voices of the frightened villains, and all felt had happ~ned there, and after refusing the rethat none of them attempted to leave the cave ward that Sam Gillis offered them, they set oull
after Hop had exploded the cracker. The young for the New Mexico line, hopinll.' to find somedeadshot warned his companions to remain ner- thinll.' worth while before they had traveled far.
fectly sile;nt, and then with their mouths close
to the g-round to escape the smoke as much as
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
possible, they waited for the atmosphere to WEST LOST IN THE ROCKIES; or, THB
clear. In a couple of minutes it did and then LUCK A GRIZZLY BROUGHT."
a light suddenly flashed. All eyes turned in the
direction it came from and they saw no less
a person than Jetter in the act of li11:hting a
Sammy was not prone to overexertion in the
torch with the match he had struck. It was not
necessary for Wild to give the command. As he classroom: therefore his mother was both slll'leaped to his feet and made a spring into the prised and delighted when he came home one
cave, Charlie and Jim were right after him. noon with the announcement, "I got 100 thfa
There were seven of the Cave Gang huddled to- morning." "That's lovely, Sammy!" exclaimed
gether as though terror-stricken, and before they his proud mother, and she kissed him tenderly.
were aware of it Young Wild West and hi!5 two "What was it in T" Fifty in reading and fifty ha
'rithmetic."
partne:r2 were within a few feet of them.
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CHAPTER XI.
How Mark Helstone Fails To Get Possession
The_Copper Case.

Of

"Who are you?" demanded Tom Sedley, ap.
parently not daunted by the threatening attitude
By DICK ELLISON
of the strange man with the da1·k face.
"That doesn't concern you," answered Marlc
Helstone, calmly. "I want you to hand over that
A Serial Story
copper case."
"You seem to take a great interest in this
CHAPTER X.-(Continued)
box," answered Tom, doggedly. "You tried to
"You want to look sharp. It's extremely valu- take it from me upstairs, and failing to do so, you
knocked me through a hole .in the floor. Wha11
able, and must be found ."
"Is dot so? Veil, I look me purty sharb, I ped rig-ht have you to demand it?"
"I don't propose to argue the matter with you,
you."
They both crawled carefully about on the beams young man. It is enough that I want that box,
so pass it over at once."
and peered here and there without result.
"You must take me for a fool," replied Tom,
"Id must have dropped py der floors pelow, vot
indignantly. "This box is the property of Misa
you dink?"
·,
Dora Vane, and I shall deliver it to Miss Vane
"Looks that ¢ay," said Tom, anxiously. "I
or her father, and nobody else."
hope we may find it. It means a fortune to Dora
"I think not. You will give it to me before
Vane."
I count five, unleS"S you wish me to let a little
"Dot is dot? A fortune! Moneys, eh? Off ve
light into that head of yours with a pistol ball,
don'd found it it vill pe a purty pad dings, ain't
If you knew the man you are talking to you
it?"
wouldn't take the chances o:r,.lefying me."
"I don't want to know any"inore about you than
"Very bad, I should say."
They were both looking down into the dark I do. It's easy to see that you are na enemy of
gulf and therefore did not hear the cautious foot- the Vanes. I believe r,rou set fire to this waresteps on the stairs, nor see the dark, evil counten- house," said Tom, boldly, "for I saw you hanging
ance that showed itself a moment later at the around the building- last nig-ht after dark, a few
hours before the fire started. You're a strangel'
door behind them.
in this town, and I'll bet you came here for no
Mark Helstone was following the movements
·
of the boys, hoping they would locate the case, good purpose."
"Are you going to hand over the case, or ar~
which he then trusted to recover by cunning and
you not?" asked the dark-featured man, with an
superior strength.
ominous glitter in his eyes.
"Nein," said Meyer, "I don'd see noddings."
Suppeg-reenz, who had been an inactive spec"Nor I,' 'said Tom. "We must hunt down below
tator up to this point, now took a hand in the
for it."
proceedings.
"Yah, dot is der best dings."
"Vot der~ matter mit you, anyvay. Pe you
Helstone drew aside into the shadows of the loose
by der ubber story, to dink dot ve gif up dot
landing as the two boys passed out of the ruined
arder der droubles ve dook to found it?"
floor and went down the stairs to the floor below. poxes
"You keep your oar out of this or PU shoot you
Then he cautiously followed after.
full of holes, you fool," said Mark Helstone, with
The second story was not so badly burnt out
a g.Jance out of the corner of his eyes.
as those above, but it was blocke9 up by fallen
"You vill shoot me full off noddings, I ped you,"
water-soaked remnants of goods that had been
said the German boy, suddenly swinging a bii:?
stored upstairs.
piece of wood straight at the rascal's head.
This ruined merchandise was mingled with a
Mark Helstone observed the action just in time
confused mass of splintered and blackened wood,
to dodge the missile, but the sudden change in his
the whole presenting a jumble of charred debris
position caused him to pull the trigger of his re
that seemed to daunt the boys' search .
valver, and simultaneously with the report Tom
Sedley dropped to the floor.
Just when they were getting pretty well discouraged Meyer's bright eyes caught a glimpse
"Mine himmel, vot you done!" exclai?µed Meyer,
of the coveted case, wedged in between a mass of throwing his arms about Tom and trying to lift
him.
dirt and the wall.
"Get ?f.t of the way," said Helstone, stepping
"By shinger ! I got id, I ped you," and he
forward and reaching for the case.
grabbed for and held up the case.
"You haf kilt him, by shinger I kilt you!"
"Suppegreenz, you're a peach!" exclaimed Tom
Suppegreenz jumped at the dark-featured man ·
Sedley, as he reached out and took it.
and bore him to the floor before he could save
"Yah, I been some bumpkins, ain'd it?" said the- himself.
young German, with a grin.
The German boy was as strong -as a young
J'And now, y-0ung man, I'll trouble you for that
ox and, blinded with grief and rage, he pumcase."
meled Helstone in the face with such a shower of
The boys looked up in surprise. Mark Helstone blows that the man was bewildered and unable tQ
atood a yard away, covering Tom with a revolver. shake his adversary off.
4

/
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Before he could recover himself Meyer pounded
him into a state of insensibility.
Suppegreenz then turned to Tom, who lay all
in a heap, a stream of blood flowing down one
side of his face.
"Ach, mine dead friendt, don'd say dot you vos
dead alretty," he cried, wiping away the blood
with his handkerchief, while the tears stole down
his brown cheeks. "I can't stood it dot you died so
quick. If he iss alife I peen a pedder poy minself
from dis times oud."
Meyer, in his excitement, did not notice that
another person had come upon the scene.
Ike Hurley had come around to see how tho
young fellows were faring at1 the ruins. His
(,ltlick ear had heai:d the craclc of the revolver,
and scenting trouble, had made his way upstairs
with an agility remarkable for one of his age.
Jror a moment he stood in the doorwar an aaitonished observer of the scene before h1m, then
:he came forward to investigate.
' "Hullo!" he exclaimed, "what in thunder is the
matter?"
Suppegreenz looked up and recognized him.
"Ach, Mister Hurley, can't you done somedings
, for mine friendt Tom. Dot loafer dere shot him
~y der head mit a bistol palls."
I
"What! Tom Sedley shot! Let me see him."
Hurley examined_the wound with critical attention. He saw tJII boy had received a serious
!though by no means fatal injury, and decided
· that it was urgently necessary that he get im'mediate attention.
"It's a nasty hurt," he said. "We must get him
over to Dr. J ones's as soon as we can."
"Und he vill irot vell, you dinks?" said Meyer
joyfully.
•
•
"Sure, with proper care he will come out all
rright."
"Py shipger, I don'd felt so glad since I stepped
my feets this country in," and the German boy
smiled all over his full moon countenance.
Ike Hurley took Tom in his arms and carried
him down tQ,,the door, Suppegreenz :f!ollowing behind with the copper ease, the cause of all the
trouble, swung around his neck by the laneyard.
Dr. Jones's cottage was scarcely more than a
quarter of a mile away, so that with Meyer's
ready help Hurley carried the unconscious young
- foreman of Volunteer No. 1 there in a very short
time.
Fortunately the physician was at home.
"Had the boy's head been turned a shade more
to the right at the time the ball would have penetrated his brain," said the doctor, after he had
sponged the wound carefully, "and he would have
been in a bad way. He had a narrow escape."
"Well/' ·said Hurley, "a miss is as good as a
mile, they. say. Shall we take him home after
you bandage him up?"
"I should advise you to leave him here, so that
I can keep my eye on him. It is not unlikely blood
poison might occur if he did not get the right
ea.re in the next d~y or two. I know Caleb Brown
wouldn't call in a doctor for the boy. I've always
liked Tom Sedley. He's a manly, straightforward
fellow, just like his father. George Sedley, and I
were old friends years ago, before· he took it into
his head to go West, so you see I take a great
interest in his boy. I have a spare 'room upstaJ.rs
which he can occupy until I think it safe for him
! &o get about."

" "Oxcuse ~e, doctor," chipped in Suppegreenz,
vhen you dmks he got vell alretty again?"
"Oh, in two or three days." .
Ike Hurley took his leave and went to look up
a couple of members of the fire company to fill
out the night watch. When he reached the building with them and a constable there was no sign
of the dark man on the premises. Evidently
he had recovered his senses and had taken advantage of the opportunity to decamp.
In the meantime Dr. Jones brought Tom back
to his senses.
"Geel How my head hurts!" he exclaimed
as soon as he realized where he was. "So that
rascal did shoot me, then," he said, turning to
Suppegreenz.
1
"I ped you. Und I knocked his faces oud, too,
py Shorge l Off I kilt him dead alretty I vouldn't
care nottings," said Meyer, nodding his head vigorously, as though satisfied with the vengeance
he had taken upon the dark man.
"And the copl?er case," inquired Tom, eagerly
"did you bring 1t with you?"
'
"Sure, Mike," said Meyer, with a grin. "You
dink I vos such a lobscouse dot I forl_fot me dot?
Nein I I haf it by me. Do you dook 1t now?"
"Hand it to Dr. Jones. Doctor, I wish you
would place that j!ase in a safe place till I can
deliver it to the owner."
"Certainly," said Dr. Jones. "It will be quite
safe here," and he locked it in a drawer of his
desk.
With the assistance of Suppegreenz, the physician got Tom uR_stairs and in bed.
"Drink this mixtllre," said the doctor. "It will
quiet your nerves IUld put you to sleep. I hope to
find you much better in the .morning."
Then Suppegreenz went away, with directions
to call at the post-office and tell Caleb Brown why
Tom wouldn't be home for a day or two.
Next morning Tom had a high fever. His wound
was very much inflamed, and his condition not
quite so favorable as Dr. Jones had been led to
expect. The shock had jarred his system. Besides; the tumble he had sustained through the
hole in the warehouse floor, and which the physician knew nothing about, began to show its bad
effects, so that altogether the boy was in a serious way.
Gradually it became known about town that
Tom Sedley had met with an accident at the ruins,
though nobody seemed able to supply the particulars, for Ike Hurley was not communicative
on the subject and Meyer Suppegreenz was aa
dumb as an oyster.
·
Members of Volunteer No.1 called at.Dr Jones's
cottage during the day as they found the chance.
but no one but Suppegreenz and Ike Hurley were
allowed to see the wounded boy, and they only
for the briefest period.
Finally the news reached the ears of Mr. Vane
and his daughter, and the former at once presented himself at the cottage and made anxioua
inquiries.
Dora was very much concerned over the matter.
The knowledge that Tom had promised to search
for the copper case led her to believe that in W.
anxiety to aid her he had been led tQ take riska
that had resulted in injury to himself, and she
blamed herself for having encouraged him to p
a.head.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
TALK 600 YEARS A DAY
The daily average of local and long-distance
telephone conversations in the United States is
about 60,000,000, or 22 billions a year. As a
basis for estimating we will assume that the
length of the average conversatjon is five minutes
-it may not be so long in the very large cities,
but in small cities, towns and in the country dis• '
tricts, the average conversation exceeds five min·
utes. On a basis of sixty million five-minute
talks per day, the nation would consume three
hundred million minutes, five million hours, more
than 208,000 twenty-four hour days, or about 600
years per day.

DEER HALTS AT CRY pF "STOP"
Every one who owns a dog or a horse or is a
lover of these animals believes they understand a
good many words. Now, just as .the hunting season is about to open. comes the theory that deer
understand the word "stop." Traffic policemen
and others, endeavoring to check some of the hurried movements of modern times, probably believe
many people do not understand the meaning of
the word, but when it cf!nes to a deer, which has
spent his life in the wild, it seems fairly improbable. Nevertheless, this theory has been advanced
by Chippewa Indians, and if any one should speak
with authority on the subject, it is the men of
their race.
Many hunters do not know that a deer in full
flight will stop still if he hears the peculiar, ~hrill
whistle known ·to the guid~s in the North W ccds.
Being whistlers themselves, it attracts their attention quickly. It may mean a warning or an
evidence of sociability.
Some nature lovers, a: short time ago, visited
after sunset a wild Adirondack lake to watch for
deer coming down for water. With the exception
of one member of the party, a woman, they took
up positions in a cove where the guides had told
them deer were always seen. The remaining
member stayed on a point on the other side of a
hill from her friends. Toward dusk, through the
thick woods across the lake from the point, a buck
l came down to drink. Immediately the woman
whistled and, after regarding her for some time,
the buck repli,Q.d. Finally he grew friendly and
for about twenty minutes the whistles were exchanged until the return of the others frightened
the deer away.
DRIVE FOR $2 BILL
More than 800 tons of one-dollar bills will be
put in circulation by the Government this year,
as compared with 90 tons in 1900, according to
a statement made today by the Federal Bureau
of Efficiency, which has joined the Treasury in
a campaign to popularize the two-dollar bill as
well as other bills of higher denominations.
The bureau is interested in the movement to
induce a wider use of bill of higher denomina•
tion instead of the one dollar certificates because
it wants to see economy in the production of

paper money. It also makes the ar~ment that
a great deal of time cbuld be saved to the individual by a more general use of the two-dollar
bill as a substitute for the one-dollar denomination. In this connection the bureau states:
"The development of so bulky a currency is uneci:momical from the standpoint of its users. The
individual loses time in liaving his change counted
out to him in small bills. He loses time again in
counting it out when he makes a purchase. The
merchant has a great bulk of small bills that he
must count at the end of the day's business, that
he turns into the bank where they must again be
counted.
"The bank has an added task in handling this
bulky currency · if, for example, it is a membe1·
in the Federal Reserve System and wants to send
its extra currency to the Reserve Bank. Both
banks have to count a bulky shipment. The Reserve Bank many want to send the used notes to
Washington for redemption. It is forced to count
innumerable small denomination bills.
"Every one of these processes is complicated in
proportion to the smallness of the dennominatiofi of the bills to be handled. The larger the
denomination of the bills the easier and more
economical the task.
Obviously, it is easier to count a thousand dol•
Jars in tens than in ones. The greater the number of bills in that thousand dollars the greater
is the chance of making mistakes. The business
community suffers from a too great use of onedollar bills.
"When these bills reach Washington they must
be counted and recounted, sorted a ording to
currency type, examined lest they be counterfeit,
destroyed with proper formality. The smaller the
denomination the greater the work in thus retirinlf. any given thousand dollars.
·
'New money must be issued in the DI-ace of that
destroyed. The life of a dollar bill is but seven
months. It completes its cycle and is replaced in
that time. If one ten-dollar bill can be made to
take the place of ten ones, the expense of maintaining $10 in circulation is one-tenth as great.
If fives can replace ones, there is a corresponding
saving. If twos can be made to serve, the cost
will be reduced to one-half.
"The two-dollar bill, the efficiency e,xperts believe, is a useful denomination that has fallen
into disuse for no sound reason, but merely because is it believed to be unlucky. I! Canada the
smallest piece of paper money in use is a tenshilling bill, which is worth a little more than
the two-dollar bill. A bill of similar value is found
useful elsewhere. Why not in the United States?"

"Moving Picture Stories"
A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays ancl Player•

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
Each number <'ontains Three Stories of
on the Screen-Elegant Half-tone Scenes
-Interesting Articles About Prominent
Films- Dolngs of Actors and Actresses
and Lessons in Scenario Writing.

the Best FIims
from the Plays
People in the
in the Studio

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City
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' its roots can rea:ch the water. It grows without
any cultivation. No lands are leased for the purpose and no objection is made to its being ctill'fEW YORK, OCTOBER 23, 1926
tivat_ed. It grows on red earth soil, and also on
light, almost sandy soil, where the wood is best,
TERMS TO
provided it has plenty of water, and the grQund
iS' not more than fifty yards from the actual river
. ~nele Coples ................... Pe&wae Jfr~e
or stream .
1'S '<.:eat•
One QOP1 '.l'llree M.ontb• .. ·••"·
•·
"
P.00
The wood, after being once dug up, grows betOne Copy lilx Montb.a.... •• • .. •
:•
"
J.W
ter afterward. The time of collecting is generOne Covr One Year............
"
"
'-00
C11011d11, U.oO; Foreign, '6.00.
ally during the winter, but it is possible all the
HOW TO BEND MONE£ -At our risk 11enu l', O. year round. The root when dug is full of water,
Money Order, Check or Reirlstered Letter; 1·emllt11nce• and must
be allowed to dry, a process which
In any other Wfl.Y are a t your risk. We accept Potitage ·
Stamp• the same aa cash. When aendlnir silver wrap ta:kes the best part of a year. It is then sawed
the Coin In a · se11arate piece ot paper to avoid cuttlnir or cut into small pieces from six inches to a foot
· the •envelope. Write your llama and addreu plainlr.
long.
.
Address letters to
The good and sound pieces are kept, and the
llarr;r E. Woll!', PrH.
}
HARRY E. WOLFF..., rotten ones are used for firewood. It is then takCharles Jll. Nrlander, Sec.
. Publisher, Inc.,
en in native river boats to Bussoral1, whence it is
L. F. Wlblll, rr....
1'66 W. 23d St., N. Y. shipped in pressed bales to London, - and again
from there to America, where it is used largely
in the· manufactu;e of tobacco.
The black licorice stick sold in drug stores
comes · mostly from Spain, and is made of pure
juice mixed with a little starch, which prevents
$100,000 FOR MORPHINE SUBSTITUTE
it from melting in hot weather. The word "licoOne hundred thousand dollars is the dazzling rice" is of Greek origin, and means "sweet root."
prize offered chemists to induce them to discover
how to manufacture a cheap substitute for morphine, says Popular Science Monthly. The discovery must be made within the next five years.
Herman A. Metz of New York City, is making the
Caller-Does Willie take after his father?
offer in the hope of doing away with the drug
evil.
Mother-Yes! He's only a year old and he's
Morp'hine is now derived from opium. It it unhappy without a bottle, and keeps me up every
.
could be made synthetically, much cheaper than night.
·
that derived from the poppy, Mr. Metz believes
that the S\1.Jlply of opium would be killed at its
"What I am to-day L owe to my wife " he said
source. It would no· longer pay to grow the poppy. - proudly. "Well, what are you?" asked the cynic.
"I'm the husband of the best bridge player in
our neighborhood."
·
THE LIFE OF A FISH
How long does a fish live? Not out of w.ater.
Mrs. Datus-Do you · find your gymnasium
Any boy ca,n tell that from observation. But
work helpful? Mrs. Artigue-Helpful. Why,
with proper food---everything it needs? .
According to Popular Science Monthly, Major this morning I was the first one to reach a
F. S. Fowler of England, who has been conduct- bargain counter out of a bunch of one hundred
ing a speciJl,l study to find out, reports that a starte;rs.
catfish, with which he is acquainted, 'is now fifty
years old and is still lively. An electric eel in the
"What makes you so late?" asked his mother.
London Zoo, he found, lived twelve years. Other "The
teacher kept me in bec,ause I couldn't find
fish age figures, as given by Major Fowler, are Moscow
on the map of Europe," replied Johnnie.
as follows:- Carp, thirteen years; goldfish, twelve
no wondeF you couldn)t find Mosyears; herring, four years; salmon, three years; Mother-And
cow. It was burned down in 1812. It's an outbrown trout, six years. A bullfrog's record age ra11:e
to treat a child that way.
was fifteen years; toad, eleven years, and the
giant salamander, fifty-two years.
Enthusiastic Professor of Physics ( discussing
the organic an<~ inorganic kingdoms)-Now, if I
LICORICE
On the ban.ks of -the Trigis and the Euphrates should shut my eyes-so-and drop my headshould not move, you would say I was
the licoric plant is chiefly grown. These great so-and
rivers fl.ow through flat, treeless prairies of un- a clod., But I moye, I leap. I run: then what
cultivated and nearly uninhabited land. For three do you ca11 me? Voice from the rear-A clodmonths of the year hot winds blow, and the tem- hopper!
perature reaches one hundred and four degrees.
For six months of the year the climate is mod"Now, Thomas," said a certain_ bishop, after
erate and salubrious, and for three months bleak takin11: his servant to task one morniing. "who is
and wint ery, the thermometer going down to thir- i1i that sees all ·we do, and hears all we say, and
ty degrees at night.
knows all we think, and who regards even me in
The licorice plant is a small shrub, with light .my bishop's robes as but a vile worm of the
foliage, grnwing to about three feet high, -where dust?" "The missus, sir," T.homas replied.
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CURRENT NEWS
VEST POCKET BATTERY
A discovery that ma;v have a revolutionary effect on industry is claimed by A. F. Joffe of the
Academy of Science.
In experimenting, Joffe ' says, he obtained a
tremendous concentration of electrical energy in
a very small object. The accumulator which he
constructed and charged with energy, "sufficient
to drive the most powerful motor car for ten
days," is small enough to go into a waistcoat
pocket, he says.
Scientists hope it may soon be possible to apply
the discovery to general industry on a large scale.
SOUTH SEA NATIVES TO GET RADIO SETS
Gilbert Islanders, in the South Seas, are soon
to have wireless communication with the outside
world. When the Rev. G. H. Eastman 9f the
London Missionary Society leaves for the islands
within the next few weeks he will take with him
a number of radio sets for distribution. Cocoa·nut palms 80 to 90 feet high are to be us~d for
aerial poles, and it is hoped to be able to pick up
the wireless concerts at Sydney, Australia.
The Gilbert Islands are 2,000 miles from flydney, and visits of steamers are often months
apart. ·
EVERY DROP OF W.A.TER IN PARIS MUST
BE PAID FOR
The price of water has just gone up again in
'Paris-in common with the price of gas, electricity and bus rides. The reason is that the municipal income of Paris is not equal to its expenditure.
All apartment buildings' and dwellings in Paris
that have water h.a ve metets. The meter records
every drop of water supplied, and every drop
must be paid for. Is it any wond7r tha_t Fren::h
people have always ·been careful m their use of
the precious fluid? No one ca_n l~ave t1:1ps running and forget about them with impunity.
The origion of this excessive caution in the use
of water was the pressing danger, now alm_ost
entirely eliminated, of the Paris supply runnmg
dry in 'time not only of sever7, but eve!1 of_ t~e
most trifling, drought. In this comiection it is
interesting to read in a column reprint of one of
the Paris dailies, taken from its own pages of 100
years ago, that the Senie ~ater wa~ low, muddy
and smelly in July, 1825. . The editor of_ ~h_ose
days added to that information a severe criti_c1sm
of the City Administration fo! "lack of co~s!d•~ration of the public health," m that the_ citizens
were still allowed to come down to the river and
fill receptacles with the fetid water for drinking
purposes.

The meadow is as level as engineering skill can
make it, and is covered with a velvet coat of grass.
There is space for 280 perfect football gridions,
125 baseball fields and more than 1,800 tennis
courts.
Here Chicago's multitudes find room to "stretch
their legs." The meadow is surrounded by shaded
walks and pleasure drives, miniature lakes and
:flower gardens. The famous "Bug Club," an · institetion unique to Chicago, meets at this sp3t.
Men, women and cildhren of every description
gather rn ·groups to listen to soap-box orators and
demagogues deliver impassioned messages. It is
a place where . the American.. right to -absolute
freedom of speech is unhampered.
Washington Park is the second largest of Chicago's parks, ranking next to Jackson, which has
an area of 554 acres. More than $2,700,000 has
been spent in improvements, plus the original cost
of the land. The park has 110 tennis courts, twenty-nine baseball- diamonds and two football fields,
in addition to 46,000 square feet of children's play
ground, 25,000 s~uare feet of wading pool and
1,580 square fee! of sand courts.
ASTRONOMET SETS HIS WATCH BY STARS
If you are out of doors on a clear night, and
your watch has stopped, you can set it to an accuracy of within fifteen minutes of the correct
time by looking at the northern .sky. The astronomer al~ys finds his time by stellar observations,
but this gives him star or sidereal time, and _complicated tables are necessary to change this to
the solar time which is in common use. By a
method recently developed by Dr. Charles C.
Wylie, assistant professor of astronomy at the
University of Iowa, with the co-operation of Dr.
W. W. Merrymon of Bloomfield, N. J., approximate solar time may be found from the stars
with relative ease.
"Consider the northern sky as a huge, clock
face," says Docto:i: Wylie, "with the Pole Star as
the cent..e and the Pointers of the Dipper as the
hour hand. The numeral six will be directly below the Pole Star and twelve directly above. Then
read the indicated time. With a littl practice
this can be done to the nearest quarter hour. To
this figure add, the number of months that have
elapsed since Jan. 1 to the nearest quarter montlr;
double this and subtract the result. from sixteen
and a quarter. If the result is more than sixteen and a quarter, subtract this result from forty
and a quarter. This answer is the time in h-0urs

P. M."

,

As an example, take an evening late in September. The pointers are in the position of a clock
CHICAGO
BOASTS
THE
LARGEST
hour hand at 7 o'clock. Eight and three-quarters
MEADOW PARl{ IN U. S.
months have. elapsed since New Year's day, which
The largest clear, level _grass me~dow in _any is added to seven, making fifteen and three-quarpark in the United States 1s the one m Washmg- ters. Doubled, thi.s is thirty-one and a half, which, .
ton Park, in Chicago, says an Associated Press subtracted from forty and a quarter, gives eight
dispatch. It has an 17rea of 101.7 square acres, and three-quarters, or 8 :45 P. M. This is solar
which is nearly one-third of the total area of the time, and, of course, does not take daylight savpark.
ing time into consideration.
·

•
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS
SCALED MOUNT OLYMPUS
Richard Halliburton of Memphis, Tenn., a
Princeton graduate, was surprised, to say the
least, when reports reached· him from Ameriea
recently that he had been drowned trying to
emulate Leander of Abydos by swimming from
that place, on the Asiatic shore of the Hellespont,
to Sestos, on the European side.
Halliburton admitted he made an unsuccessful
attempt last month to perform the feat which
Leander accomplished nightly to visit his ladylove, but was happy over a recent succes in
climbing Mount Olympus.
Previous to his unsuccessful swim Halliburton
swam the four-mile strait, starting from the European side, a feat accomplished by Lord Byron
more than a hundred years ago, · but failed on
the reverse journey.
NEARLY TON OF RUBBISH A YEAR IS
EAQH NEW YORKER'S OUTPUT
Every person in New York City creates 1,605
pounds of waste material, garbage, ashes and
rubbish every year, according to-the report of
the Committee on Waste Disposal of Associated
Business for a Better New Yori,!:, which recommends that more incinerators be provided to deal
with this tremendous amount of refuse.
"·It may seem incredible," says the report, "but
the figures for 1924 show that the municipality
was called upon to dispose of no less than 1,131,964 tons of garbage, 3,214,651 tons of llShes and
495,000 tons of rubbish. Of this amount about
889,000 tons were dumped at sea, all of this coming from the Boroughs of Manhattan, Bronx and
Brooklyn."
Efforts to protect New York waters from pollution have failed to a large extent, says the
committee, and it recommends that all dumping
at sea be prohil;,ited and that more incinerators be
built.
ANTISEPTICS KILL GERMS THROUGH
GLASS
Two scientists in Paris recently dropped a bottle containing an antiseptic in a vessel of impure
water. The bottle was tightly corked so that its
contents could not come in contact with th, water,
says Popular Science Monthly. Yet twenty-four
hours 1ater, when the bottle. was taken out, 29
per cent, of the microbes in the water had been
killed.
The account of this amazing e)CT)eriment conducted by Drs. Techoueyres and Bunau-Varilla
was made recently before the French Academy of
Sciences. An explanation advanced is that the
antiseptic ,g ives off rays that attack microbes,
just as ultra-violet rays do. The tube that contained the antiseptic, a weak solution of chloride
of lime, was made of quartz, which apparently
let the rays through readily.
Out of §ixty tests, fifty-one showed that the
microbe colonies had been reduced nearly 30 per
'cent. after twenty-fours hours' exposure to the
antiseptic, without contact. The .consequences of
this experiment may be of great importanc·e for
hygiene-and medicine. Our city drinking water,
for example, in the future may be purified at very
low cost without chem~cals.

Sto1·ies About Fred Feamot
We can still supply the following numbers of the
"Fred Featnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 Freel 1l'earnot·s Search t or Smith; or, The Man Who
1337

"

1338 "
1339 "
1340

"

13H "

1342 "
1848 "

13« "
1345 "
1346 "
1347 ''

1348 "
13411 "

13!!0 "

1361

"

1352
la63

"
"

13M

"

Could Not Be ]f ound.
At the Fair; or, Shaking Thlnire Up at Bhair•
town.
Hunted; or, a Plot Tllat Was Harn co Solve.
ancl tbe Boy Boxer; or, Glvlnir a Puirlltst
Points.
Temperance Play; or, F11rhttn1: Drink with tbe
Drama.
Death Sllcle; or, Down tbe Great Mountain
Flume.
Call b:v, Wireless: or, the Friend Who :Played
him false.
and the Queer Quartette; or, J im, Jack, Joe
and J erry.
_
and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Flghttnir the
Train Thieves.
Try tor Goal; or,1..Wlnnlng in the Last Moment.
Indian Boy; or uvllizlng a Savage.
G'::i~n~~criftce I or, All tor the Sake ot a
and "'.!'Ired Tim'·: or, The Laziest Bov In Town
Football Giants; or, Hnnclllng a Heavy Line. ·
Explorlnir Trip; or, A . Week In the Crystal
Caves.
and th,. Fur Hunters; or, A Trip to Hudson••
BaJ.
Lonir Pass; or. The Play That Puzzled AU
and the "Dutch Flyer"; or, Up Against 'the
Champion Skater .
·
Mystic Mark; or. The Hlncloo'a Strange WarnIns.

lee Cutter; or,.e Fastest Boat on the Lake
a~~ itin _Bov
llllo:-alre: or, On the Road
1357 " Hockey Winners: or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
1358 " F~~-~\liln:llde; or, The Tl>boggan In the
13511 " Week or Danger; or, Dealinit with the Whart
Gang,
1300 " In the Gym; or. Winter Sport with College
Boys.
1361 " and the Bur1ec1 Golcl; or. Fl&'htlnit the Mexican
Bandits.
1362 " Ocean Voyage; or, The Mystery ot Stateroom

1365 "
1356 "

N.o. 10.

Hundred-Mlle Race; or, Ten Hours on Skate,
and the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an Hon est
Boy.
1366 " nnd " Hard Luck H a rry"; or, The Boy Who was
Always in Trouble.
1367 " 6jhtnlng Drive; or, The Champions ot th•
ink.
.
1368 " ancl the ?ndlan Queen; or, The "Bsd" llten ot
the Trading Post.
1369 " Cross Country Run; or, Wlnnlnit the Grea t
Pa.11.er Chase.
1370 " Tral41[ng Trip; or. In the South with a Bn~eball Nine
1371 " and Little Dick : or, .Tbe Trials Pt II Poor
Working Boy.
1372 " Baseb a ll Giants; or, Wi nning t he OpPn lng
Game.
1373 " Boy Lite-Savers; or. Brave Work On the
Beach .
1374 " at Lone Pine ; or The Mystery ot the l\Ioonsh ine
Camp.
1375 " Playlnir the Game;_or, Out With His New Nine.
1376 " Road Rldere; or, .ttustllng With Rouirhs.
1377 " and the .Battery Boys; or, After the Wharf Rats.
1378 " Clever Cur,•es ; or. Beating Out th e Batsmen
1379 " Island Mystery; or, Camping in Canada.
·
1380 " Boy Marvel; or, Bringing Out n Young Pitcher:
1381 " Hard Pull; or, Winning tile Single Sculls.
1382 " Among the Poor; or, TIJe Dark Side ot Lite.
AnT of the above numbers will be mailed to TOil
postage tree, upon receipt of the price ln moneT, H
P08ta,:-e stamps.
1363 "
1364, "

IIABBY JI:. WOLFF, PUBLIBIIEB. I.N••,
188 Weat 23rd Street.
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lltl.
No
R a y
Gruwell,
capital. or experienc e required. Many earn Kansas City. Mo.
. Orange, Calif., re$100 weekly ~nd bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 1- - - - - - - - ---------search workers .
503 Broadway , New York.
COJ\IE TO ·FLORID A-Mnrry lonely mRiden,
A .number of prewealthy. League, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
NEW CAMERA takes and ftnishes photos
historic s p e c i in one minute. Make monev selllna- cnm- MARRY- MARRIA Gl'! DIRl'!OTO RY
rn e n s , includin g
with
E'ras. or takina- pbotoR, Exclusive terrlt.ory.
photos nnd descriptio ns free. Pav when
several I \I d i a n
Crown Co .. D ept. 967; Norwalk, Conn.
marri~d. The Exchange , Dept. 545. Kansai
skeleton s, skulls,
City, Mo.
beads and arrow- ABSOLUT ELY no ~OI)lpetitlon selling
Valheads, were obStyle millinery. Everyf woman buys. · Ypu l\fARRY-- Wrlte for hi" new <\!rectory with
make $2!i to $lr/0 a week. Write for Spe<>lal
photos And deecrlptln ne. FreP. Nationftl
tained.
Off'.er and ExclnRlve Territory . Vnl-Styla Hat Aa-enc:v. , De-pt. A, 4606. St•. E,, Xan~u
The burial plot, Co., A81. Val -St,vle Building, Cincinnat i, 0 . City, Mo.
o n c e a ."happy
hunting ground"
ATTRAC TIVE YOUNG T,An'y worth $2!'\.0jl0,
HELP WANTE D
lonPl:v. will marry. (R. C.) B-1022, Wichof the bronze
IVES needed everywhe re. Big pay, ita. Kansas.
·
w a' r r i o r of the DETECT
•
experienc e unnecessa ry, easily learned, 17
West, was sit- to 45. write Earl Wilcox, 1407 Lafayette Ave,
GF'I" A SWEETH EART. Excbftn<t~ letter,i.
uated in t h e SE. Grand Rapids, l\[lch.
Write me encloalnir atamv. Violet Ray,
center of what
Dennison. Ohio.
was a large bean DETECT IVES NEEDl!:D EVERYW HERE,
Work home or travel, experienc e unneces• MARRY- Lonel:v H~arts, join our club. we
patch, which, up
have fl comp•nlo n for you. many worth
eary. Write George R. Wagner, former
to the time of Govt.
from $?5.000 to $150,000. Descriptio ns, photo~.
Detective, 1968 Broadway , N. Y.
lntroducU ons free. Send J10 money. Standt h e discover y,
ard Cor Club. Grayslake , Ill.
completeJ.:v oblit- SILVERI NG Mirrors. French
plate. Easily
erated all traces
learned: Immense proflta. Plans tree. Wear
SWEETH EARTS for eTerybody . Stampe/1
of the importa nt Mirror Works, Exc·elslor Sprlnit•, Mo.
envelopes .for proposal.
The Lily Clnh.
find.
Station H. Clenland , Obto.
Accordin g t o
PERSON AL
COME TO FLORIDA -llfRrry lonely mnldP,n,
Meadow s, t h e y ARE YOU LONJSO
ME? Write Betty Lee,
wealthy. League, Box 39. Oxford, FI-a.
dug through three.
Inc., Box 820 City .Hall Station, New York
different layers of City. Stamp 1/-ppreciated.
MrnCEL LANEO US
~aves, each from HUNDRE DS seeking
WOITT,D YOU like to know what day of the
marriage. If sincere
week vou werfl born? Sel.ld ag-e. hirthdnv
three to four 1:eet
enclose stamp. Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 and
a dime (c1>ln) and I will tell y-0n. L., :m.
BroRdway , Chicago, Illlnols.
in depth.
Hayes. Box 137, Newberry , S. C.
The braves were
SONGWRITERS
burit!d in a sitting LONELY HEARTS -I have a sweethear t for
y , :. Exchange letters: mnke new tr'.ends. SEND TODAY
posture with the .Efile1~11t,
for free copy Writer's Diconfidenti al and dlgnlfted eenlce.
gest: tells bow to write and sell short
knees crooked be- Members everywhe re. Evn Moore, Box 908, atorles,
pbotoplay s, poems, songs. Writer•
neath the chin . .Of J'11cksonville. Florida.
Dia-est, G-22, E. 12th l!ll. ctncinut i.
f o r t y skeleton s
which were unearthed, e v er y
Earn $2~00 1:~~s :owN
one was found
orders for Zanol Pure
facing the west taking
WRITE
NO\V
:(or 50 Sets Christmas
Food Products, Toilet PrepaSell for 10c a set. When sold send us Seals.
-toward the set- rations,
$3 oo
Soaps, Laundry and
and keep $2.00. Trust Yon till Xmas. n.
ting sun. •
Cleaning Specialties and IIouseNeubecke r, 961 E. 23d St. Dept. B . Brookhold Supplies. Nationally adver.
lyn, N. Y.
Above ea ch tiled from ooaet to ooa.at. N
eold in atorea. Fa.et reneaters
grave, as a sort Bi.a:
income everyday. Exclueive sale. No capital needed
of pa1tition be- Big
for Slfflre tJme.
tween it and the Fordmoney
auto absolutely
one above, was
Free to Workera. Write
found a limeston e •r partieulan,.
American Products Co.
tlab, s e v e r a 1 4331
American Bldg.,
inches thick.
Cincinnat i, Ohio,

.

~l~$6 a Day

:~~f

_________________ ....____ ___ _
...;.;;;_.;
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THE TEDDY CAMERA

Every Boy lfis Own Toy Maker . ~~!.,~L~E
INK

Greatest boya' book lldentlal ·meswritten. Tells how to sages can bewrlt-, lo
make a Pinhole Ca.m- ten wlth this Ink,
era a Canoe. model tor the writing
iiallroad, a Telephone, Make1 No Mark.
Boomerang, Telegraph Cannot be seen unInetrument, Box Kite, lees y0u know the
Tai kin Machine , secret. Invaluable
loroeoope, Eleotrlo ~otor, Eleotrlo !or many reasons.
oor Bell, Water Wheel, P&tldle Keepyourpostalsand·otherprlalt, a pair ot Bkla, a Dog Sled vate memorandums away from
Bird House, Rabbit Yard, etc. 64 prying. eyes. Great tun !or
es, 150 Illustrations. PRICE, pls.ylng praotloal Jokeo. Onli,
po1tpald 1 3 for 25c.
15c a Bottle, J for4Dc.

R:

Japanese Rose Bushes bloom all the year round. Just

think of it. Six wceb after plantinc the seed, the plants will
be fn full ltlffm. It may not seem pc,salble, but we post ..
th-·ety a:uarant- It to lte a-. They will ••••m •v•'1'
ten weeka, Summer or -Winter, au.d when three years old tho
bush wJll be a ma . . of ,....., bearlasr from fiyc hu11dred to
a thousaa,d roses 011 ea.ch bush. The lowers are In three shadet

-

;;'~J!:,~l~/~a:um:~ t:!;:=t:li~d:.~!tt!ne::

packet ol seed. Price, IOc packet., 3 pktt. for 2Sc postpaid.

v
(

Kissing Permit
A:handsome
J!JIOtal b&tlg'1.

JUkel plated;
. e,-at you can

' ,,g::r~v~i
of all proport Ion to Its

~,w~•if.;
::,'½s.°~;"t~
paid.
each, 3 tor

)

False Mustache

b.g:~•jg.'lig:'e(i)
thlngtorallttle

~~=."'~ ..
and oa In a
twinkling. Lots
ot tun putting

one on ln a

crowd of

friend•.

Th• • udden tran.tormatto. I,

:f:!t:e'l~f~!.!n:t!::.~~:•::~~:~~::
~~~u lllfc?ro::~n;:.

~z ;.'!t~c;1.0

MAGICIAN'S

;;.;..,._ -

OUTFIT

FREE!

PROTECT LEGS
OF DANCERS
A strong prejudice against broken legs at Bradley
Beach, N. J., and
against bare legs
on theMillionDol-:_
lar Pier at Atlantic City, led to
new dance regulations i n both
places.
In Bradley
Beach, M a y o r
B o r d e n 01·dered
t h e . CharlestoR
stopped in th e
Municipal Beach
Casino because of
t h e frequency
with which brqken shins w e r e
being reported.
"I have no objection to a person dancing his
or her feet and
head off," Mayor
Borden said, "but
I thi'.nk it best
they keep away
from the Charleston."
The management of the Mil- lion Dollar Pier
at • Atlantic City
placed no ban on
th e Charleston.
Dancers presumably are · free to
break their legs if
they want to, but
all women dancers, the managem e n t decreed,
must wear stockings when they
dance on the pier.
The decree was
inspired by the
appearance
o f
Efeveral y o u n g
short - ·skirted
women
dancers
on the pier who
had l e f t their
stockings home.
They were not
stopped f r o m
dancing but were
told they mustn't
do it again.

Send us your
name and address
and we'l'I' tell you
how to get this
bracelet watch
Absolutely Free
Watch has 14kt.
White gold filled
case. 25 year guarantee. Excellent
time-keeper. Send
name today for
free watch plan.
RELIABLE SALES CORP.
624 Broadway,
Dept 134,
New York

THROW

UR

Under the table, Into a
Trunk, down Cellar or

VOICE

Represent our bll' factory • llo)Jlnt
beautiful Style-Arch shoes to women. N•
expcrlcnce needed. J show rou how. Fasclna1ln~ wol'k, hlsh earn.lacs.
Fttte 14!!1llna
ou1fit, But act at once. Get ful, lnforrnatioD qulcll
from STYLK•AIICH SHOE COMPANY, Dop • ra..
men\ 4118
C:INCINNATI, OHIO,

r:yw~i~~.i;Jc',~i's";

teache£ you. . With our

VENJRltO

l?lft $2.00 Given .f-.?sf~~:

(fits in the mouth and
can net be seen) you
imitate Birds, Animals, etc. without
moving your lips.
This out fit and book of
JOKES by mall for Ill~ ,
Universal Dist.,
~ ,>1,L~
B ox 532. Stamford. Ct.

Simply sell 50 Sets of Our Famous Christmas
Seals for 10c a set. When sold send us $3.00
and keep $2.00. Trost Yon till Xmas, American Christmas Seal Co., Dept. 181, Brooklyn,
N, Y.

Old Money Wanted
Will pay Fifty Dolla.rs for nickel of 1913
with Liberty head, (no Buffalo). We pay
cash prem'.l'ums for all rare coins. Send 4eofor Large Coln Fo lder.
May mean much
profit to . you.
NlJI\IISIIIATIC CO., Deot. 436
Ft. ,vorth, Texas.

HANDS

Prowct -your•elf a.gnlnst

hold-up, rowdies. etc. with

t his clever cigarette case
ol 111:ht weight metal. Looks

f;!c}~1g~~;, tt:[:aH1~~ ,i1~~il
1

showing your cl2arettes. Lots
ot tun.scarfug your
·
friends, and a great
.:,; protector. Sold exclu.,,, slvely by u s. PAY POS
!~!9 °~8 ~ : :
Pat. Pendh•a:
Money bacC~ not ,gatiafied.

:':!!~

PATHFINDER CO. Dep. P16B534 Sixth Ave., N.Y.

IMPL

Blaekh eads--A ene Erupti ons

Now Are Easilv Remove,1 at Heme

Banlsh those 1msight!y blemishes easily and quickly
by using "CLEAR-TONE''- a simple home treatment that has eured chronic cases of long years
•tancting, -U•e like t:oliet wat.er. i:,eavei, the skin
elear. ~ooth an~ Wlthout a blel'Ill!lh. Haa made
many fnends with men, -women and children.
Elegant for men after shaving. U you have

rn,r r , ·
r na;;;,a;;;,
~ i~~

at

a Small Cast!

Pim,.,••• Blachh•a•, Acne EN1ptions on the

:l'aee or body, Barbers llcb, Ecz•~ Enlarged
l'ores, Oiiy or Shiny Sk.-riMer mind how

~:!-:--•?~=t~i::" ~ts~u::i.ii:.:::~-= ~f.::

1
barbers and over 100.=en 11n:iWomen test cases,
who
soeceeded with"CLll!AR-TONE" afterfailingwitheverything

else.

Bend name· te<lay for FREll !l..ldet, "A CLEAR-TONE SIUN," telling bow I
cored myself after btffll' afflicted for 15 years. And I know e,rery embarrassment

•

i°oti:o;i<.,l~;. ~T:o~nillL~~::E S~LD CASH SAYS I CAN

£. S. GIVENS

186 Cbemlcal Bulldine

KANSAS CITY, MO.

{'

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, and Amusinl{. They contain
Valuable Information on' Almost
Every Subject.

LATEST ISSUE!!
1149 Young W!ld West at Yankee Camp; or, A. ll'ourth

115Z "
1153 "

of July on the Border.
Prairie Pursuit; or, Arletta a Capnve.
and the Texas Cowboye: or, The Scrimmage
with tbe Sheepmen.
Washing Ont Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Discovery.
Mexican Mlxup; or, -:Ale Sllver Mine Dispute.
nt the Widow's Claim: or, Arletta's Brave De·
tense.
and the Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at the
Sleep.-, J. ,,
C~t:S~~e. by Savages; or, Arletta's Daring
and the Mexican Deadshot: or, The Shooting
Match On the Border.
at. Hard Luck: or, Arietta and ·the Stream of
0014.
Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Rustlers.
and the Miner's Trap: or, Arletta•s Great Shot.
at Ace High Fair: or, The Liveliest Time oa
Record.
Risky Ride: or, Arletta and the Gulch Gang.
Buckskl.n 13and: or, The Sherltr'e Big Mistake.
Double Triumph: or, Arietta Savin"' the Jl'lag.
nnd "Cowboy Jack": or, Spolllng a Ranch Ral4.
Only Chance: or, Arletta's Quick Throw.
Desperate Cha..-ire: or, The Shot That Beat th•
Redskins.
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secrd
Band.
inm°!::.nger: or, Helping the Trapped Cavalry-

1154 "
No. '%6. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A. BOAT.
-Fully Illustrated. F~li instructions are given in this
11511 "
11 ttle book, together with instructions on swimming and
1156 "
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one h
11117 "
desirous or knowing what his future life will bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
1158 "
You can tell by a glance at this Jlttle book. Buy one
and be convinced.
·
1159 "
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME A.N INVENTOR.-Enr:,
bo:, ~hould know how Inventions originated. This book
1160 "
explains them all, i.lvlng examples In electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, opttc:s, pneumatics, mechanics.
1161 "
No. so. ROW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever pnb!!shed. It contains recipes
1162 "
for cooking meats, fish, game and •o:,sters; also plea, 1163 "
pnddtnge, cakes and all kinda of pastry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
1164 "
No. SS. HOW TO BEJIATE.-Contafnlng the rull!II
1165 "
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and most 1166 "
approved methods of appearln1r to good adva-n tage at 1167 "
parties, balls, the theatre, church. and In the draw- 1168 "
fnsr-room.
1169 "
No. 1111, HOW TO PLA.Y OA.ME!I.-A complete and
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations 1170 •
of bt!Uards, buratelle, -'back-gammon, croquet. domino •·
,)-171 "
et~o. 811. HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDRUJ\IS.-Contalnlng all the teadlng conundrums of the day, amusing rid· 1172 " and the Dutchmnn'e Claim; or, Arletta 'Dedles, curious e11tcbes and witty 11a:vln,:s.
fenilinsr Her Life.
No
40. HOW TO MA.KE A.ND !!ET TRA.P!l.-ln·
1173 " Taming the Cowpunchers; or, The-Hard Crowd
eluding hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter! rats,
· of Bull Ta!l Ranch.
,
squirrels and birds. Also how to <:nre skins. Cop ously 1174 " After the "Vultures"; or. Arletta and the
lllustrated.
Band of Ten.
- No. n. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END' MEN'S 11711 " Calling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving a ShffJOK EBOOK.-Conta!nl.u a irreat variety of the latest
lff's Life.
lokes used by the most lit.moue end men. No amateur 1176 " and the Boy Banchero; or, Helping a Tendermtnstre!R Is complete without this wonderful little book.
foot to Success.
No. n. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK !ITU]IIP- 1177 " and "Ginger Jake''; or The Boss of Gimlet
BPEA.KER.-Contalnlng a vlll'led assortment of stump
,
Gul,ch.
11peeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's .fokea. 1178 " and the Choctaw Chief; or. Arletta Defylns
:rust the thin,: for bome amusement and amateur shows.
the Redskins.
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL 1179 " Defying an Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
GUIDE A.ND JOX:E BOK.-Someth!ng new and very
Cavalry.
tnstructlve.. Every boy should obtain this book, as It 1180 " Saved By a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanishcont1tlns full tnstrnetlons for organizing an amateur
Ing Light.
minstrel troupe.
1181 " Double Suhtrle: or, The Celebration at Buckhorn Raooh.
J
No. 411. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A description of the wonderful uses of .electricity and 11!'!2 " Capturing a Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalr7
Scout.
electro magnetism; together wltb full Instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel. 1183 " and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders ot the
GorJt'e.
•
A. M., M. D. Containing ever fifty lllustr1ttions.
1184 " Trapped In a Canyon; or, Arletta's Swine fol' .
' No. 48. HOW TO BUILD A.ND SA.IL OA.NOE8.-A
Life.
handy book for boys, containing full directions for con11tructlng canoes and the most popular manner of sall• 1185 " At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To I)le
At The Stake.
'tng them. Fully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBA.TE,-Glvln_g rules for con• 1186 " and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Life at
Stake.
ducting debates, outlines tor debates,• questions for dis·
cusslon and the best sources for procuring Information 1187 " RacinA" For a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
on the question given.
1188 " Marked B:v Mexicans; or, Arietta and the Senor.
No, 110. HOW TO S.TUFF BIRDS A.ND A.NIMA.LS,
1189 " and the "Silver Kia," or, • The Dandy of the
-A valuable book, giving tnstrnctl~s 1n collecting, preGulch.
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and tn- 1190 " and the Yellow Bull; ~or, Arietta's Daring Es•
cape.
iieii!: 111. HOW TO DO TBIO'.KS WITH OA.RDS.-Con- 1191 " Surrounded l3y Death: or, The Seven Sticks of
tatnlng explanations of the general principles of sleight•
Dynamite.
-0!-hand applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with .1192 " Staking n Claim; or. Arietta On Guard.
ordinary cards, and not requiring elelght-of-lfand; of 1193 " Greaser Chase: or. The Outlaws ot the Border,1
tricks involving slelght-of-ha:Dd, or the use of specially 1194 " Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wila
prepared cards. Illustrated.
Horses.
No. 112. HOW TO PLA.Y OA.BDS.-A complete and
a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened •
'.handy little book, giving the rules 11.Dd full '1.lrectlons 1195 " Booming
Gold Mine.
for playing Euchre, Cribbage. Casino, l!'orty-lMl'!lo 1196 " and
the
"Busted" Mining Camp; or Arlettll
Ronnce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
as an Auctioneer.
Fours and many other popular games of carde.
1197
"
Ousting
the
Outlaws; or, The Clean Up U
No:' 54. HOW TO KEEP A.ND IIIA.NA.GE PETl!I.Fancy Flat.
Gl-vlng complete Information as to the manner and meth1198
"
and
the
Treasure
of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
od of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing
Magic Trick.
ll kinds of pets: also giving full instructions for mak1199
"
Bossing
A
Cattle
Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
ng cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-el1rht Illus•
By Rustlers.
rations.
1200 " Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
,
L
.,or • ala bJ' all n&W94ea1-. tJ/lt wW be NDt ~ any
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an:, a4,.
~
addll8fl8 on reeelpt of pd.ee, MIO. pc MIJ'1',
dress
on
receipt
ot
price,
Sc.
per
cop:,,
In
moneJ'
•
ID mooi!J7 er ltilmp•, bl'
or postage stamps by

f

166 ,West 23d Street
New York Cit:,
BAB.RY E. WOLFF. Publisher. Inc.

HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Streel
Ne,r York

Cit.I

